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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

1. Introduction and survey

Electronic transitions involving a change of spin multiplicity are

strongly forbidden in optical excitations. Nevertheless, electronically

excited states of different spin multiplicity from the ground state

(mostly triplet states) play important roles in many fields of chemistry

and physics.

Low-energy electron-impact spectroscopy is a powerful method to in-

vestigate excited states which are not accessible by optically allowed

transitions from the ground state. In addition, it is a relatively

simple tool to study optically allowed transitions with excitation ener-

gies in the vacuum UV region (i.e. >6 eV).

Two processes are important in the excitation of optically (especially

spin-) forbidden transitions by electron impact: Electron exchange and

temporary electron capture (resonance excitation). Due to these processes,

such transitions reach their maximum intensity near the threshold for

excitation, as is discussed in more detail in section 2.

The trapped-electron (TE) method [l] is especially suited to study

the abovementioned excitation processes. In this technique, electrons

are detected, which lose all or nearly all of their energy in exciting

a molecule. The TE method, which has been used in several previous stu-

dies from our department [2,3,4] is described in chapter II. In this

thesis, a modification in the energy selection system for the incident

electrons is presented. The energy resolution in TE spectra has been con-

siderably improved by this modification.

Trapping-well modulation (TWM) [5,6], which extends the applicability

of TE spectroscopy to energy-loss measurements in which the scattered



electrons have energies upto 10 eV, has also been applied in this study.

Useful information about the character of transitions and about electron

capture processes can be obtained by means of this technique. However,

it is shown in this work (ch. IIC, sect. 2.2.) that the results of TWM

measurements must be analysed with some care. Artefacts can be introduced

by TWM, which have led to misinterpretations in previous studies.

In this work, low-energy electron-impact spectroscopy has been applied

to gain a better knowledge of the electronic structure of molecules which

are interesting from a chemical point of view: Halomethanes (ch. Ill),

ethylene and some of its halogen substituded derivatives (ch. IV), as

well as more complex organic molecules (10 n-electron ring systems and

diketones, ch. V)

For all compounds,the lowest triplet states have been located, while

in the diketones several triplet states have been observed.

In the more complex systems discussed in chapter V, excitation to

triplet states proceeds primarely via temporary negative ion states

(resonances). This resonance excitation greatly facilitates the observa-

tion of these transitions. Resonance excitation also plays an important

role in the excitation of the first Rydberg state of ethylene and its

derivatives.

Capture of a low-energy electron by a molecule may lead to dissociation

of the molecule into a negative ion and one or more neutral fragments.

This process, dissociative attachment, is discussed in more detail in

section 2. It is remarked here, that, in many molecules, dissociative

attachment is a much more efficient process than photodecomposition and

occurs at lower impact energies.

Dissociative attachment processes are usually studied by monitoring

the production of fragment negative ions. Due to their electric charge,

they are detected in the electron-impact spectrometer and their mass can

be determined in a mass spectrometer. In this work, an ICR spectrometer

has been used to study the production of specific fragment negative ions

as a function of the electron energy. A survey of fragment negative ions

found in the series CF, Cl (x=0-4) is given in chapter IIIA.C.



The neutral fragments, formed in dissociative attachment processes,

have received less attention. In this work, a new experimental procedure

has been developed (ch. IIIC) to study the fate of these fragments.

Radicals, arising from a specific dissociative attachment process, are

allowed to react and the products are collected and analysed. This

method has been applied to CC14, CFC1 and CF2C12. It is shown that

certain products can be formed very selectively in this way. The same

selective product formation can not be achieved by photochemical tech-

niques or by methods employing electrons with less specific energies,

such as discharges.

2. The interaction between electrons and molecules

2.1. General

The encounter between an electron and a molecule may result in several

processes, some of which are indicated below:

)e (E.) +AB —

e"(E.>E )+AB ;
x ex

e~(E.=E ) +AB-»-AB~(*)-

e (E.>IP) +AB

AB +e (Et)

AB*+e~(E.-E ]i ex

>AB +e~(E.)

AB*+e"(E.-Eex:

A(*)+B~(*)

AB~+hv

AB+(*)+2e~

elastic scattering (1 ),

i direct excitation (2 ),

resonant elastic scattering (3a),

I resonance excitation (3b),

dissociative attachment (3c),

radiative attachment (3d),

ionization (4 ),

Ei :

E :ex

where AB : a polyatomic molecule (A and B can be atoms as well as poly-

atomic groups),

energy of the incident electron,

an excitation energy (electronic, vibrational or rotational)

of the molecule AB,

E r : energy, relative to the ground state of AB, of the negative

ion state AB~(*),

IP : ionization potential of the molecule AB;

The work, described in this thesis, is concerned with inelastic coll-

isions between electrons and organic molecules. The research has been
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confined to energies upto the first ionization potentials of these mol-

ecules. The processes studied are thus excitation (2,3b) and dissociative

attachment (3c);

2.2. Direct excitation

The excitation of a molecule by an electron may proceed either directly

(process 2) or via a temporary negative ion state (process 3b). In this

section, the direct excitation process is discussed.

Excitation by electrons differs from excitation by photons. A transiti-

on to a particular state by absorption of a photon can only occur when

the photon energy matches the energy gap between the ground state and

that excited state. Electron-impact excitation is, in principle, possible

whenever the electron energy is equal to or larger than this energy gap,

because the electron may transfer only part of its kinetic energy to

the molecule.

The type of transition which is observed is dependent on the energy

of the electrons. When the impact energy is high (> lOQeV), excitation

spectra appear to be dominated by optically allowed transitions. At

impact energies close to the threshold for excitation, spin and symmetry

forbidden transitionsare observed as well as optically allowed transi-

tions.

The character of a transition can be inferred from the energy de-

pendence of the excitation cross^section, the so called excitation func-

tion. For a transition involving an exchange of spin angular momentum

between projectile and target, the excitation function increases fast in

intensity just above threshold and reaches its maximum within a few eV.

For transitions without spin exchange, a maximum is reached at energies

of two to four times the threshold energy (the latter value being reached

when the transition is also dipole-allowed).

2.3. Resonance excitation and dissociative attachment

A molecule may capture an electron to form a temporary negative ion
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state. The process can only occur when the energy of the incident elec-

tron (at infinite separation) matches the energy gap between the molecular

ground state and an energy level of the negative ion state. These states

are often referred to as resonances. Which vibrational levels of a speci-

fic negative ion state are populated is determined by Frank-Condon factors

between the neutral ground state and the negative ion state. Some typical

potential energy curves for negative ion states are shown in fig. 1. A

survey of processes, resulting from the formation of a specific negative

ion state and a classification of resonances are given in this and the

following section.

A molecular negative ion state may have a wide variety of decay chan-

nels, a.o. processes 3a-3d in the scheme in section 2.1. This work is

mainly concerned with excitation (3b) and dissociation (3c). Formation

of a stable parent negative ion (t;he minimum in curve 1, fig. 1.) is

seldomly observed. Radiative attachment (3d) is an extremely inefficient

process; stabilisation by a collision with a third particle is not

observed under the conditions prevailing in our experiments.

When a negative ion state is formed below its dissociation limit

(curves 2,4,5,6, fig. 1), autoionization is the only available decay

channel. The molecule may be left either in its ground state (3a), or in

an excited state (3b). Resonances give rise to enhancements in the exci-

tation cross sections of molecular excited states. The width of a resonance,

i.e. the range of electron energies for which a specific negative ion

state can be formed, is related to its lifetime through the uncertai-

nity principle. When this lifetime is sufficiently long, a resonance

may show vibrational structure.

For a negative ion state, which is formed above its dissociation

limit (curves L,3, fig. 1), the relative abundance of neutral excited

states and dissociation products will depend on the ratio between the

autodetachment lifetime and the time the nuclei need to reach a separa-

tion where the negative ion state is stable towards autodetachment (in-

dicated by the circles in fig. 1).
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fig. l.
Representative potential
curves for some types of
resonances.
F-C : Franck-Condon region.

F-C internuclear separation

2.4. Classification of resonances

A negative ion state can be considered as a state of the neutral

molecule (the parent state) to which one electron has been added. Ener-

getically, a negative ion state may lie either above or below its parent

state. When the negative ion state is above its parent state, it is

calledashape resonance. In this case the potential forms a penetrable

barrier; it is thus the shape of the potential which is responsible

for the trapping of the electron. Shape resonances show a preference for

decay into their parent states. Most molecules show one or more shape
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resonances associated with the ground state, which give rise to enhanced

excitation of ground state vibrational levels. Such a negative ion state

could be represented by curve 2 in fig. 1. Curve 5 represents a so called

core-excited shape resonance, associated with the excited state V. Since

decay into the parent state is possible for a shape resonance, lifetimes

are mostly rather short, but they can be in the order of a vibrational

period (~10~13 s) or even longer in some small molecules (e.g. N2» 02>.

When a resonance lies energetically below its parent state, it is

called a Feshbach resonance. Core-excited Feshbach resonances, associa-

ted with Rydberg states, are mostly about half an eV below their parents.

They can be represented by two electrons in a Rydberg orbital, trapped

in the field of a positive ion core,, the grandparent state. As Rydberg

orbitals are located far outside the molecular core, they do not in-

fluence the bonds in the molecule.. This is reflected in the fact that

Feshbach resonance, parent and grandparent states often have about

equal vibrational frequencies. Curves 6,R,P in fig. 1 represent a typi-

cal family.

Because decay into the parent state is energetically not possible and

decay into another state of the neutral molecule is not a fast process,

core-excited feshbach resonances are mostly rather "sharp", i.e. long-

lived. Higher vibrational levels of a feshbach resonance may decay into

lower vibrational levels of the parent state (as is observed in ethylene

and its derivatives, ch. IV). Frank-Condon overlap between these levels

is only small, however, as indicated in fig. 1, so this decay is not very

fast either.

The classification, given above, of resonances as either shape or

Feshbach, is most useful when considering resonance excitation. Feshbach

resonances usually give rise to sharply structured enhancements in the

excitation cross sections, while shape resonances appear as broad humps.

The difference is nicely illustrated in chapter IV.

When considering dissociative attachment, a classification of reson-

ances into shape and Feshbach resonances loses much of its meaning.

Consider, e.g., the states represented by curves 1,3 in fig. 1. It is

clearly not useful to classify 1 as (nuclear excited) Feshbach and 3 as
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shape, as both reveal themselves by a broad maximum for negative ion

formation. .

For molecules with large cross sections for dissociative attachment,

a classification for negative ion states with respect to the orbital

which accomodates the extra electron has been proposed (ch. IIIA). This

orbital can be valence type and possibly have an anti-bonding character.

It can also be of Rydberg type, in which case it will not influence

internuclear bonding (e.g.:core-excited Feshbach resonances). In some

methane derivatives (CH. [7],CF, and CF,CL (ch. IIIA) and CF-H [8]),

resonances, associated with the ground state, have been observed, which

must be classified as the latter type. Possibly, their potential curves

are almost coincident with those of the neutral ground states, as curve 4

in fig. 1. (See, however, ch. IIIA for a further discussion.)

V.

I
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CHAPTER I I

EXPERIMENTAL

p

PART A
I

r

ELECTRON SPECTROMETER: GENERAL

In this chapter, a description is given of the spectrometer on which

most of the measurements, presentefl in this work, have been performed,

basically, it is an apparatus, constructed and described by van'Veen

[l]. In the course of the investigations, some modifications, have.been

introduced, these will be described in parts B (sect. 2) and C (sect. 4 ) .

A schematic cross section of the electron spectrometer is shown in

fig. 1. Electrons, emitted by a filament, are energy selected by a; ._

trochoidal electron monochromator (TEM; part B, sect. 1) and injected

in the collision chamber. Target molecules are introduced into the coll-

I ca 171
;^XX^XXXXXXXXXXXX\X\\X\X\X\X\\XXXXX\X\^X^^^

,Vfos A ,\Nj
Trochoidal

electron monochromator
Trapped electron collector

1cm

Function
selector

Primary beam
collectir

fig. 1'. Cross section of the electron spectrometer.
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ision chamber by a double gas inlet system. Scattered electrons can be

analysed by the selection/detection system, consisting of the trapped-

electron collector and the function selector (fig. 1). This mode of

operation is described in part C. The unscattered beam is measured on

the primary beam collector. Apart from its use in alignment and beam

adjusting procedures, accurate measurement of the unscatteredbeam is

important in electron transmission spectroscopy, to be described in

part D

All electrodes are made of molybdenum, in order to assure stable sur-

faces and stable contact potentials. The electrodes are stacked between

endplates (clearly visible in fig. 1) with sapphire balls, seated in

holes in the electrodes, as spacers. This construction allows for easy

insertion of other types of electrodes.

The instrument is housed in a bakeable vacuum system with a background
•ft —ft

pressure of 10 Pa (10 Torr). The collision chamber is closed, with

a 1 mm aperture at the side of the electron gun, and a 3 mm aperture at

the beam collector side. This construction allows for differential

pumping of both gun and collector, with the lowest pressure at the side

of the filament.

The spectrometer is surrounded by a solenoid. Two correction solenoids

are used, and field homogenity of better than 0.1 % can be obtained along

the relevant part of the axis of the system for field strengths up to

0.03 T.

CHAPTER II
PART B

ELECTRON GUN

Because of the low electron energies, a magnetic field is necessary

to collimate the electron beam. The presence of this field limits the

practical choice of electron monochromator to the KPD-gun [2] or the
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trochoidal electron monochromator [3] (TEM). The advantages of TEM over

RPD have been pointed out many times [1,3], so the choice of the TEM

for this experiment will not be discussed here. A disadvantage of any

energy analyser in an axial magnetic field is that electrons are only

selected with respect to the energy associated with the velocity compo-

nent parallel to the magnetic field [1,4]. A modification has been in-

troduced to overcome this disadvantage. After a description of the con-

ventional TEM (sect. 1), the modified TEM is discussed in section 2.

1. Trochoidal Electron Monochromator (TEM)

In fig. 2, a schematic cross section of the TEM is displayed, including

dimensions and the symbols used for the electrodes, (see also fig. 10,

which shows the modified TEM) >

Electrons are produced by a hot filament. In order to keep the ther-

mal energy'; spread as low as possible, an indirectly heated filament of

low emission temperature (1050-1300 K) is preferred [1,4,6]. Moreover,

it is important to keep the diameter of the beam small, as will be explai-

ned below. A small diameter is obtained by using filaments of small surface

area and. by selective extraction. This selective extraction is obtained

by making electrode PI negative with respect to the filament (-300 mV),

while P2 is operated at +15 V. Aided by the funnel shape of the aperture

in PI and the 0.5 mm thickness of this electrode, the positive potential

penetrates only to a small area on the filament surface. In this way,

small beam (linensions, and a reduction of the effect of inhomogeneous

contact potentials on the surface are obtained [1].

The characteristics of the TEM have been extensively discussed, and

only the results [1,3,5] are presented here.

P1P2P3 D1/D2 PAP5P6

1 10.5
0.25
1 1 1 5 aperture

fig. 2. Schematic cross section
of the TEM.
Dimensions in turn. distance: 2

length: 20
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Electrons enter the deflection region (D1/D2) parallel to the magnetic

field, B . An electric field, E , is created by a potential difference

between Dl and D2. This field configuration causes electrons to drift

in a direction perpendicular to the crossed fields, with a velocity v^,

'4-5 (1)-
This drift velocity being independent of the initial velocity along the

axis of the system, electrons leaving the deflection region at P4 will

be displaced from the original axis by a distance, depending on their

axial velocity component.

The full width at the base of the energy distribution at the exit of

the monochromator (the aperture in P4) is given by [5]

Aw,,
E2L2m AD

+ eEA3 (2)
B2 D3

where L : length of crossed field region,

m : electron mass,

AD : sum of aperture diameters of entrance and exit electrodes,

D : displacement from the axis,

e : elementary charge,

A3: diameter of aperture in P3.

Under normal operating conditions B and E are 0.03 T and 150 V/m respec-

tively (see Part C) According to Roy [5], the fwhm (full width at half

maximum), which is the quantity determined experimentally, is about half

the calculated width at the base. The first part of eq. (2) equals about

10 meV in this apparatus, contributing only 5 meV to the fwhm. It can be

neglected. The second part of eq. (2) equals 75 meV. When the beam fills

the full aperture, the contribution to the fwhm is about 35 meV. This

contribution to the width could be reduced either by lowering E or by

using a smaller aperture. A lower E requires a lower B (eq. 1), which

is not possible because the present field (0.03 T) is necessary for the

selection of scattered electrons (part C sect. 1). A smaller A3 is only

useful when the beam dimension is indeed limited by this aperture. However,

the experimental fwhm, obtained by taking the derivative of a retarding

curve, is about 21 meV [J], indicating that the actual dimension of the

beam is, at most, 0.25 mm. Probably, this is a result of the combination

of small cathode area and selective extraction.
2*

•I
"I
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Operating potentials are: +200 mV for P3 ; +100 mV for P4, P5 and the

midplane of Dl and D2. All potentials are defined with respect to the

potential of the midpoint of the filament. This filament potential is

defined relative to earth (P6) by the accelerating voltage (V ) by

which the energy of the electrons, entering the collision chamber, can

be scanned from 0-30 eV. With these settings, the beam intensity (up to

20 nA) is independent of the electron energy, and the axial energy spread

is easily kept below 30 meV.

2. A method to reduce the radial energy spread

2.1. Introduction

As has been shown in section 1 „ the energy spread associated with the

axial velocity component is easily kept at 30 meV in the present mono-

chromator. This is well below the fwhm of the peak shape in experimental

trapped-electron spectra (part C), which is brought about by the combi-

ned effects of the width of the total energy distribution in the beam,

imperfections in the selection mechanism of scattered electrons and the

natural linewidth. Therefore, any attempts to narrow the axial energy

distribution by a few meV will not contribute to a better performance

of the apparatus.

In Roy's calculations [5], it has been assumed that the TEM has an

acceptance angle of only 10 relative to the beam axis. Roy has made

this assumption because, in the experiments of Stamatovic and Schulz [3], i-

dentical results were obtained when the fwhm of the energy distribution

was measured either by taking the derivative of a retarding curve (axial

energy distribution) or by determining the width of the SF, resonance
o

at 0 eV (total energy distribution). However, it has been observed, in

our apparatus, that, when changing from an indirectly-heated to a direct-

ly heated filament, the fwhm of the experimental peak shape increases,

although the fwhm of the axial energy distribution (retarding curve) can

be kept constant. So the radial energy distribution of electrons, emit-

ted by the filament, appears to be unaffected by the TEM. Anyway, it is

not clear by what mechanism electrons with velocities at large angles to
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the axis can be rejected in a conventional TEM, as Roy [5] and Stamatovic

and Schulz [3] assume.

The width of the radial energy spread is a limitation to the resolution,

even if an indirectly-heated filament is used. Moreover, the measurements

on halogen containing compounds make the use of a directly-heated filament

preferable. Despite of differential pumping, an oxide cathode is easily

poisoned by these gases.

Electrons moving in a magnetic field are confined to helical paths

around the direction of the field. The radius of this helix is given by

h . ^ (3),

where Ej.=imvj_2 : energy associated with the velocity component perpendi-

cular to the magnetic field,

e : elementary charge,

m : electron mass.

For ease of notation we shall write:

= Q (4),

*L Q (5)'

At a magnetic field strength of 0.03 T, as used in this apparatus in the

TE and TWM modes (part C), these radii are smaller than 0.1 mm for an

electron with a radial energy of 1 eV. As electrons of different radial

velocities cannot be separated by field configurations, physical inter-

ception remains the only possibility to discard the electrons with the

larger Larmor radii. This can be done by employing either a very narrow

aperture or a, locally, weaker magnetic field.

The latter approach has been used by Tarn and Wong [7]. In their set

up, the electrons pass through a magnetically shielded region before

entering a TEM. In this region, the Larmor radii will expand by the

square root of the ratio of magnetic field strengths, and electrons

with large radial velocities are intercepted by the electrodes. This

assembly is used in the analysis of scattered electrons. The applicabil-

ity of a TEM combined with angular selection by magnetic shielding has

not been demonstrated in an electron gun. Probably, space charge in the

primary beam will cause problems in the region of low magnetic field.

I,

f.
1
f

I-
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Moreover, the field homogenity is of utmost importance in our experiment

and does not permit the use of magnetic materials anywhere in the spectro-

meter (see part C)

We have chosen to investigate the other possibility: analysing the

radial energy of the electrons by passing the beam through a narrrow

channel, which intercepts the electrons with the larger Larmor radii.

2.2 Geometrical considerations

2.2.1 Length

When the spiralling electrons have to be physically intercepted, the

length of the passage has to be long compared with the pitch of of the

helical path electrons describe. It is known that, when a beam is inter-

cepted by electrodes with a thickness small compared to this pitch, the

effect is strongly dependent on the energy of the electrons [8]. We feel

that the length of the interception region should be at least a few ti-

mes the pitch, in order to exclude any contribution by electrons scat-

tered from the surfaces of the channel. The pitch (1) of the helix is

given by

(6).1

Substituting eq. (5) in eq. (6) we get:

(7),

which is about 0.7 mm for electrons with E,, = 1 eV, about 0.3 mm for

electrons with E,, = 0.2 eV. This indicates that a length of a few mm is

sufficient for the interception region, provided the energy of the elec-

trons is kept low (< 1 eV).

2.2.2. Cross sectional geometry

When considering a narrow channel to intercept electrons with large

Larmor radii, two cross sectional geometries are technically feasible:

an assembly of parallel cylindrical holes (channelplate) or a slit.

In the next sections the effects of both types of channel and of various

dimensions of these channels are considered.

The distribution of electrons in a beam, transmitted trough a narrow
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aperture, is given by

I(E,9)dEd9 = f(E,9) J(E,9) dE d9 (8),

where E : total kinetic energy of electron,

9 : angle between electron's velocity vector and the main axis,

I : the energy distribution in the beam after passage through a

limiting aperture,

J : the energy distribution of electrons emitted by a thermionic

emitter,

f : a geometrical factor.

Assuming a flat cathode surface with a constant potential and work

function, Backx [4] has derived the velocity distribution of emitted

electrons: .

J1 (v,9) dv d9 = K1 v3 sine cos9 e s ' dv d9 (9),

where v : absolute value of electron velocity,

k : Boltzmann's constant,

T : filament temperature,

K'= C O e , where C : constant, emerging from Boltzmann's lawr

0 : emitting area,

U : filament work function.

Changing to E= Jmv2 as a variable, eq. (9) becomes:

J(E,9) dE d6 = KE sin9 cos9 e~
E'kT dE d9 (10) ,

where K=2K'/m2.

2.2.3. Calculation of tine energy distributions of electrons transmitted

through a slit

Shape and dimension of the limiting aperture determine f(E,9). Consider

a slit of width 2 R and a length, much larger than the beam diameter

fig. 3.

Maximum Larmor radius for an
electron moving through a
slit. B is perpendicular to
the plane of the drawing.

Jfc
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(see fig. 3). Substituting in eq. (5) VE sine = \/Ej_, it is clear that

electrons with velocities at angles larger than 9max» given by

will not be transmitted, provided the channel is longer than the pitch

of their helical paths. For an electron with a velocity having an angle 6

relative to the axis, the requirement for transmittance is that the posi-

tion vector of its guiding centre (r; defined in fig. 3), is smaller than

rmeMr. Eq. (5) gives:

sine VE
(R-r )=max

r = R -
max

Q
sine \/E

or

(12).

The fraction of electrons with a given 9 that will be transmitted is

fs(E,e)
r (6)
max
R

[r
max

(13),

where f (E,6) is the geometrical factor f, defined in eq. (8), for a

slit. Combination of eqs (11,12,13) gives

(14).

Substituting eqs (10,14) in eq. (8), the electron energy distribution

transmitted trough a slit is found to be

I(E,6) dE de = KE sine cos6 {1 - KQ }e~E/kT dE de (15).

To find a total kinetic energy distribution of electrons transmitted

through a slit, eq. (15) has to be integrated over all angles.

I(E) dE = JQI(E,e) de dE = KE e~
E/kT{ S osin6 dsine - S a & sin2e dsine } dE

9 srne srn9 RQ

(16).

It is seen from eq. (11) that all angles are allowed when E<R2Q2, so

the integration limits are sine = 0 and sine = 1 for those energies. When

E^-R2Q2, sine will not exceed RQ/ Vfe. Integration of eq. (16) gives

[E < R2Q2] I(E) dE = \ KE e"E/kT{ 1 - § ^ } dE

[E > R2Q2] I(E) dE = J K R2Q2 e"E/kT dE
(17).
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Total energy distributions with slits (4S5) or cylindrical channels (8).
1/10: ratio of integrated intensities with and without slit/channel
(units 0.1%). I/I0*TR: see text.
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These results have to be compared with the total energy distribution in

the beam before it enters the slit, which is found by integrating J (eq. 10).!

J(E) dE =KE e~E/kT{ J sine dsin9 } dE

which yields

E = | K E e " E / k T d E

(18),

(19).
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Radial energy distributions with slits (6,7) or cylindrical channels
E(63%): 1/e point, see text.
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In figs 4,5 these distributions are displayed for the various slit widths

and for filament temperatures of 1050 K and 2300 K. These temperatures

have been chosen because they are the lowest emission temperature of an

oxide cathode and the temperature at which a tungsten filament gives a

rather high intensity beam,respectively. For a further discussion of the

results, the reader is referred to section 2.3.
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When considering the effect of a slit on the energy resolution, it is

most important to know the radial energy distribution, because the axial

energy spread is well handled by the TEM. Radial and axial energy distri-

butions can be separated by changing to the variables Ex and E,, ,

E = E,, + E x (20) ,

?

d E" d E ± (22).I(E,8)dEdsin6

From eqs (20-22) we get

I' (E,,,Ei) dE,, dEj.= K e"(En+EJ^/kT{ 1 - ̂ } dE,, dE± (23) .

Integration over E,, gives the radial energy distribution

Ij.(Ei) dE 1= K" e~Ei/kT{ 1 - ̂  } dE [E i < R2Q2] (24) ,

RQ J-

where K" = kTK.

The radial energy distribution in the undisturbed beam is is found from

eqs (10,20,21):
Jj.(Ei) dEl= K" e"Ej-/kT dEi (25) .

In figs 6 and 7 radial energy distributions, calculated for the same

filament temperatures and slit dimensions as the total energy distri-

butions in figs 4 and 5, are displayed.

2.2.4. Calculation of the energy distributions of electrons transmitted

through a cylindrical channel

For a cylindrical channel of radius R, similar logic as above gives

->2 (26), cf. (14),

where f is the geometrical factor from eq. (8),

[E < R2Q2] I(E) dE= £KE - & j(t+ \^z } dE
(27), cf. (17),

[E>R2Q2] I(E)dE=1
1
2KR2Q2 e"E/kT dE

Il(El)dEL = K"e" E l / k T { l -^-}2dE 1 [EJ.<R2Q2] ( 2 8 ) , cf. (24).

Results, for a filament temperature of 2300 K,are displayed in figs 8,9. 1
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In section 2.2.5. a comparison is given between these results and those

for a slit, presented in figs 5,7.

2.2.5. The effect of slits or cylindrical channels on the transmitted

current

To evaluate the reduction of the primary current after passing the

beam trough a slit or a cylindrical channel, two effects have to be con-

sidered.

Firstly, there is the interception of electrons with large Larmor

radii, which is the purpose of such a device. The ratio

1/10 = °-
f J(E)dE

0

calculated for various conditions is tabulated in the figs 4-9, in units

of 0.1%.

Secondly, electrons, for which the guiding centres move outside the

open area of the apertures, are rejected regardless their energy. For

a channelplate this effect is easily accounted for, the open area of

a commercial product (see sect 2.3) being 40%. The final intensity (in

0.1% of primary intensity) is tabulated in fig. 8 (I/I0*TR.) For a slit,

the effect is less straightforward. An intensity ratio, based on the

assumption that, in the original TEH, beam dimensions are dictated by

'the smallest aperture (A3: 0.5 mm) is easily calculated, and this value

is listed in figs 4,5 (I/I0+TR.). As indicated in section 1, however,

actual beam dimensions must be much smaller, and hence the intensity

reduction is expected to be less.

!
E"

2.3. Discussion

In this section, it is considered, whether a construction to intercept

elctrons with large Larmor radii can be realized in practice, and what

would be its optimum geometry and dimensions. Comparisons between slits

and cylindrical channels of various dimensions are made for a filament

temperature of 2300 K, because a directly-heated filament is used in the

measurement? on organic compounds. Relevant numbers are listed in figs

5,7,8,9. These numbers are: the transmission ratio, already discussed

•i
"I
&
is
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above, and the full widths at half maximum. Because of the peculiar

shapes of the radial energy distributions, E(63%), which is defined by

jE(63%) I l ( E ± ) d E ±

-2 -=0.63 (=!-l/e) ,
r lL(E.j)dE±
0

has also been included.

As the fwhm of the axial energy distribution is 20-30 meV, a fwhm of

the same order of magnitude should be obtained for the radial energy

spread. (At the lowest attainable emission temperature of an indirectly-

heated filament, the fwhmj. is still about 60 meV, fig. 6.)

With respect to the transmission efficiency of the structures-, it

should be kept in mind that the fraction, transmitted by a channelplate,

is given by I/I0*TR., but for a slit this value sets only a lower limit,

1/10 being the upper limit (see sect. 2.2.).

Considering the results of the calculations, it is clear that:

-For a given dimension (channel diameter=slit width) a channelplate

is superior in resolution, but gives less intensity than a slit,

except for very small dimensions.

-When dimensions are selected to give a certain fwhm, intensities seem

to be comparable, but the hole configuration yields a much longer high-

energy tail.

Additional considerations to be taken into account are:

-Stainless steel channelplates with channels of 50 or 130 ym are commer-

cially available , but it is desirable to keep to molybdenum as the

electrode material. It appears to be more easy to make a slit in this

metal than a series of closely spaced, parallel channels.

-When a slit is mounted parallel to the deflection plates, the effective

height of the beam at the entrance of the deflection region will be

reduced, and hence the potential drop across the beam. Since this poten-

tial drop is the most important limitation to the axial energy resolu-

ion [5], a slit might also reduce the axial energy spread. It is impor-

tant to note, however, that, in the original monochromator, the actual

beam size is supposed to be much smaller than the diameter of the limit-

ing aperture (sect. 1).

Si T

£»••

S Brunswick Corporation.
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2.4. Experimental results

2.4.1 Operation

Based on the considerations discussed above, it has been decided to

test the slit configuration. Slits of 77, 93 and 119 ym have been made

in a 3 mm thick molybdenum electrode . The 93 ym slit did give the best

results, and further discussion is limited to this dimension. The slit

is mounted between the electrodes P2 and P3, parallel to the deflection

plates, as shown in fig. 10.The position between F2 and F3 has been

chosen to be able to adjust the potential of the slit (electrode S)

without interfering with either extraction or axial energy selection.

f P1 P2 P3
D1
02 PL P5

fig. 10. Modified TEM. Not drawn to scale. Real dimensions: electrode
diameters : 25 mm, electrode thicknesses : l.S mm (except
PI :0.S3 S :3), distance between electrodes 1 mm> aperture
diameters: see fig. 2. There are three slits (773 93 and 119
vm) in S., Which slit is actually put in the path of the beam
is determined when assembling the monochromator.

A check of the retarding curve [l] shows that the axial energy reso-

lution is not affected. A fwhm of 20-30 meV is still easily obtained,

but it has not improved. However, the potentials on PI and P2, formerly

We wish to thank the Philips Research Laboratories for technical
assistance.

't:
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very important to obtain these results, are no longer critical. Two

conclusions can be drawn from this result:

(i) It is clear that, in the original set up, the beam size is indeed

limited, due to the special extraction method (sect. 1).

(ii) In the new set up, the height of the slit limits the dimension of

the beam, and the method of extraction is not important.

Typical operating potentials are: +1 V on PI; +0.2 V on P2; +1 V on S,

and the potentials of the other electrodes as usual (sect. 1). As stated

in section 2.2., it appeared useful to keep the potential of S low. In

practice,however, potentials up to +15 V have sometimes been applied.

At such a potential, an electron describes just one full circle within

the slit. Probably electrons, scattered at the surfaces of the slit, arc

retarded at P3.

Multiplying the calculated radial energy distributions (figs 6,7)

with the derivative of the experimental retarding curves, a total energy

distribution in the beam is obtained. Comparing the the total energy dis-

tribution calculated for a directly-heated filament (2300 K) in a troch-

oidal electron monochromator with a slit (fig. 11) with that for an oxide

cathode (1050 K) in a trochoidal monochromator without a slit (fig. 12),

it is seen that a much better mono-energicity (fwhm 76 meV without the

high-energy tail against fwhm 100 meV and a long high-energy tail) can

be obtained in the beam.

Beam intensity is no problem. Beam currents of more than 10 nA can be

obtained without any loss of resolution in the spectra, despite of the

fact that the filament temperature is probably higher than 2300 K under

such circumstances.

r,-

TOTAL AND AXIAL C > ENERGY DISTRIBUTION

WITH TROCH. MONOCHROMATOR

UITH A SLIT OF 93 MICRON

FUHM : 76 maV

FIL.TEMP. = 2308 K

200 400
ENERGY CmaV)

600
fig. U.
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2.4.2 Spectra

The final, and decisive, test of the applicability of the slit is

its effect on the experimental peak shape.In fig. 13 parts of a trapped-

electron spectrum (see part C) of N« are shown ( B 3n and E 3Z ,

W = O.OV ). The fwhm is reduced to 100 meV, which must be compared to

130 meV attainable without the slit [l]. Moreover, this result is

easily reproducible with high beam intensities, whereas in the former

version best results were generally obtained at rather low beam intensi-

ties (1-2 nAK

Resolution in TWM spectra (see part C) has even more improved. At

well depths below 1 V fwhm is about 180 meV (formerly 250 meV [1]).

this large improvement is probably largely due to the higher beam inten-

sity. This high intensity allows for short signal accumulation times,

which is favourable in view of the stabilities of contact potentials and

sample pressure. At higher well depths (> 1 V ), no striking improvement

of resolution is observed. Under this condition, resolution seems to be

fully determined by the energy selection mechanism for the scattered

electrons, as will be discussed in section 2 of part C.

It is seen in fig. 13, that the shape of an isolated peak does not

show the broadening at the low-energy side, which is a characteristic

of trapped-electron spectra [l], because the slit effectively removes

the high-energy tail from the electron energy distributions (cf. figs

11,12).

Measurements with the slit are reported in chapter IV. The better

energy resolution is well demonstrated in ethylene, in treshold spectra

(compare to ref. [l]) as well as in TWM spectra recorded at relatively

TOTAL AND AXIAL C > ENERGY DISTRIBUTION

WITH TROCH. MONOCHROMATOR

WITHOUT SLIT

FUHM : 108 m«V

FIL.TEMP. : 1050 K

fig. 12.
200 *ee

ENERGY Cm.VJ

660
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small well depths.

It has not been possible to resolve vibrational fine structure in

the low-energy triplet states of ethylene and benzene, allthough var-

iable-angle scattering experiments have shown vibrational spittings in

those states, which should also be resolved with the present resolution

of this apparatus [9,10]. For benzene, this can partially be explained

by the overlap of singlet and triplet states, which can be separated by

a judicious choice of observation angles [10]. A total cross section

experiment such as ours does not appear to be the right method to observe

fine structure in these particular triplet states, even though our very

low impact energies are relatively favourable for triplet excitation.

2.5. Concluding vemark

It has been shown that it is possible both to improve energy resolution

and to increase beam intensity and, also, to replace the easily poisoned

oxide cathode by a tungsten filament, when a device is introduced to in-

tercept electrons with a large velocity component perpendicular to the

magnetic field.

1

I

i
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CHAPTER I I

PART C

%
TRAPPED-ELECTRON SPECTROSCOPY

The more important modes of-operation of our apparatus are based on

the trapping of electrons, that have lost energy, in a potential well.

Either the original trapped-electron method [ i l l , or the TWM (DRPD)

modification [6] can be used. The former method is described in section

I. In section 2 some complications of the latter method are critically

discussed. Identification of resonance excitation and dissociative

attachment by both methods i s discussed in section 3 and an experiment

to improve the sensitivity of the methods i s described in section 4.

1. The trapped-electron method (TE)

In f ig . 14 a schematic cross section of the selection/detection

system is displayed, together with the potentials applied in the trapped-

electron (TE) mode. Electrodes P7, Cl, C2, C3 and P8 are operated at a

small positive potential (W) relative to the electrodes following the

P.6 C1 C2 C3 P8 P10 P12 A
P7 'P9 'P1 i 'P l3

fig. 14.
Schematic cross section of the
selection/detection system
(dimensions in rtm), with pot-
entials applied in TE (a) and
TWM (b) modes.

a

UL'IL
nnir

11 20 SO 5 20 1, 5 3 10

fa)

(61
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collision chamber (P9 etc.)- Inelastically scattered electrons with a

final energy smaller than eW will be trapped in this potential well and

can be measured on C2. Currents on this collector, 10" 1 1- 10~16 A, are

measured with a sensitive amplifier using an op. amp. with a low input

leakage current and a 1012 £2 feedback resistance [l]. Since electrodes

Ct and C3 are at the same potential as the collector, they act to reduce

the input capacitance, and to screen the collector from disturbing

potentials.

The collision of an electron in the beam with a target gas molecule

may be described by

e"(E.)+M^M* + e"(Ef) (29),

where E. : initial energy of electron : e(V +W),

E, : final energy of electron.

The energy lost by the electron is

E. -E_ =
i f ex

(30),

where E is an excitation energy of the target molecule. Due to the
6X

magnetic field, the scattered electron is confined to a helical path.

When E-<eW, The electron cannot escape from the well, and oscillates

back and forth in the collision chamber. By elastic collisions with

the target gas molecules it will reach the trapped-electron collector.

When E.->eW, the scattered electron can escape from the well, but only

if its velocity vector is oriented such that E,, (=£mv,,2) > eW. As the

velocity vector is frequently being reoriented by elastic collisions

with the target gas, the electron will eventually escape from the well,

provided the number of collisions it would undergo before reaching the"

collector is sufficient. Schulz [ll] approximated the time T for a slow

electron to reach the collector by

0.26
m V v (31),

where p : half distance between parallel plates C2,

v : collision frequency,

eV : kinetic energy of electron.
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Under our experimental conditions, the number of collision necessary to

reach the collector ( TV ) is about 2.6-103 for a 100 meV electron, so

the electron gets adequate chance to direct its energy into the axial

direction. Thus, although the well provides essentially a barrier to

analyse E,,, Scattered electrons are selected with respect to their total

kinetic energy.

A TE spectrum is recorded by scanning eV . As seen from eqs (£9,30),
3.

no signal w i l l be detected unt i l e(V +W)=E .From this energy on, the
s. ex

signal will folow the excitation function, up to an excess electron

energy eW. Then eV =E . At this energy, the curve will show a sharp

cut-off, because at higher impact energies Ef>eW and scattered electrons

escape from the well.

It is clear, that best resolution will be obtained at very small well

depths. The N_ spectrum, shown in fig. 13, has been recorded at essenti-

ally zero well depth. As shown in part B (sect. 2.4), at least 80 meV of

the 100 meV fwhm in this spectrum is due to the energy spread in the

electron beam. This indicates that, for this very small well depth, the

energy selection of scattered electrons is almost perfect. No more than

20 meV can be contributed by factors such as imperfect energy selection

of the scattered electrons or inhomogenity of the well.

1.1. Calibration

The energy scale of TE spectra is usually calibrated against E 3E

of N_ (11.87 eV [12]). To ensure constant contact potentials, the cali-

bration is performed by admixing nitrogen to the gas under study.

2. Trapping-Well-Modulation (TWM)

2.1 The method

I
i !'

%

As indicated above, TE spectra lose resolution with increased well

depth. With well depths of more than 500 meV little useful information

is obtained due to overlapping bands. However, valuable information

about the spin character of specific transitions, and about resonance

excitation, can be obtained when scattered electrons with energies bet-

ween 0.5 and 5 eV can be measured as a function of their energy. This
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is made possible by applying TWM. In this mode, only scattered elec-

trons with final energies in a narrow band around eW are measured.

The potential distribution applied in TWM is shown in fig. 14.

Lowering the well depth (W) by an amount AW will lead to a decrease

of the trapped-electron current. In TWM the well depth is modulated

between W and W-AW, and the resulting difference current is measured

with a lock-in amplifier. This signal corresponds to electrons having

a residual energy between e(W-AW) and eW. The modulation frequency is low

(4 Hz) in order not to disturb the energy selection mechanism (T =
—2 -3

10 -10 s, eq. 31). AW is typically 50-100 mV. The TWM method can be

used in two different ways. When the well depth is kept fixed while

the accelerating voltage (V_) is varied, energy-loss spectra are ob-

tained for a fixed final energy. Excitation functions for specific

energy-loss processes can be obtained by keeping eV equal to the ex-

citation energy while W is varied.

The short description given here is similar to the more thorough

descriptions in refs [1,6]. In all cases it has been implicitly as-

sumed that inelastic processes do not influence the energy analysis of

the scattered electrons. In sections 2.2 and 2.3 it will be demonstra-

ted, on the basis of experimental evidence, that this assumption is not

always valid.

2.1.1 Energy resolution

Energy resolution in TWM is less than in TE. This is due to several

factors. First of all, the modulation amplitude gives an uifcertainity

of 50-100 meV in the energy of the scattered electrons. Secondly, the

detection of a small ac component of very low frequency, superimposed

on a relatively large background signal, requires long signal averaging

times (10-100 min). These long measuring times cause loss of resolution

by drifts in the contact potentials and in the target gas pressure. TE

spectra are not affected by such drifts, because they are recorded with-

in a few minutes. In part B (sect. 2.4) it has been pointed out that

much of the improvement in the energy resolution in TWM spectra upon

the introduction of the slit can be attributed to shorter measuring

times.

'A
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When the well depth is large, other factors, inherent to the TWM

energy selection mechanism, determine the resolution. The number of

collisions, necessary to reach the trapped-electron collector (TV, eq.31),

is inversely proportional to the electron energy. While a 100 meV

electron needs an average of 2600 collisions toreach the collector, a

10 eV electron hits it in 26 collisions. Moreover, as the well depth

is increased, a considerable amount of the scattered electrons will have

an energy in excess of eW which is only small compared to their total

energy. (Ef>eW, but Ef-eW<—«eW, see also fig. 16) So, the deeper the

well, the greater the fraction of their energy scattered electrons have

to direct into the axial direction, in order to escape from the well,

and the less chances (=collisions) they get to do so.

From the above considerations, it is seen that energy resolution in

TWM decreases when the well depth4increases, partially due to inherent

factors, partially due to measuring difficulties, associated with the

ever rising dc component. As a rule of thumb, acceptable resolution in

energy-loss spectra is obtained up to W=3 V. Keeping in mind the restric-

tions to be discussed in section 2.2., excitation functions can be trust-

ed up to about 7 eV above the excitation threshold [1].

2.1.2. Calibration

The energy scale of TWM energy-loss spectra is calibrated against the well
3 1

known He 2 S and 2 S levels at 19.82 and 20.59 eV respectively. The

resonance excited E 3Z , used in calibrating TWM spectra, is a good standard

at threshold only.

2.2. Electronic excitation functions

2.2.1. Introduction

The gross shape of an excitation function contains the information

about the spin character of the excitation process. When increasing

the impact energy, triplet excitation functions increase strongly in

intensity, show a maximum at 3-5 eV above threshold, and then decrease

slowly in intensity. Singlet excitation functions, however, peak at

IT The workj described in section 2.2. has been published in Chem. Phys.
letters 71 (1980)

si
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much higher energies. Sharp structures have been observed in excitat-

ion functions, which have been attributed to excitation via temporary

negative ion states (resonances). In this way resonances can be loca-

ted and their decay channels observed.

When Brongersma and Knoop introduced TWM (then named: DRPD), the

first excitation functions they reported were those of the helium 2
3 1
S and 2 S states [6,13]. Besides the expected gross behaviour, they

also show the sharp resonances, which had already been reported by

others (cited in ref. [6]) using different techniques. Based on these

results, TWM (DRPD) seemed to be a reliable method to obtain excitat-

ion functions. Afterwards sharp structures, attributed to resonances,

have been observed in the TWM excitation functions of a variety of

compounds. It was not well understood why many of these resonances

did not show up in electron transmission spectra [14,15], since the

latter technique is highly sensitive to sharp resonances. Table 1

gives a survey of resonances detected in TWM excitation functions

only. These structures all occur 0-2 eV above threshold.

The next section gives an explanation for the origin of these struc-

tures, and describes some limitations to TWM spectroscopy.

2.2.2. Restrictions to the TWM-method

2.2.2.1. Theory

Recently we have remeasured excitation functions of most of the com-

pounds in table 1, now at several excitation energies. It appeared

that the gross shape depends on the excitation process studied, as had

been expected. However, in a given compound, the structure, attributed

to enhancement of the excitation by a resonance, occurs at the same

final electron energy for any excitation energy. This means, that the

position of the structure is a function of the energy of the scattered

electrons, and not of the impact energy. So the structure cannot be

caused by resonance enhanced excitation, because such an enhancement

would occur when the impact energy equals the energy of the resonance.

The origin of the phenomenon must be sought in the process of energy
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table 1. Pseudo resonances in TWM excitation functions.

"resonance" a )
transition

b) shape resonance
c)

it

Benzene

H2S

Ethene

Acetone

Acetaldehyde

Formaldehyde

Nitrogen

1.0

1.4

1.4

0.7

0.5

0.5

l.C

[6]

[6]

[15]

[14]

[14]

[14]

d)

3B 3E d )
Blu' Elu
triplet state

3,1

1.4

1.9

2.0

J.5

1.3

0.7

2.3

[6]

[6]

[15]

[14]

[14]

[14]

[16]

a) Energy above threshold of the sharp peak in the excitation
function (eV).

b) A "resonance" has been observed in the excitation function of
this transition.

c) Maximum of the cross section* for vibrational excitation via the
resonance in the electron-impact excitation spectrum.

d) In this research also found in the excitation functions of
several transitions.

selection of the scattered electrons. A closer look for common proper-

ties of the molecules in table 1 shows that they all have low-energy

shape resonances, causing large inelastic cross sections. Moreover,

there is a striking correlation between the energies of these resonan-

ces and the residual electron energies at which the excitation funct-

ions reach a sharp maximum. The former are about half an eV above the

latter. In helium, in which the TWM excitation function is in agree-

ment with data from other techniques, there is no low-energy shape

resonance. It is now considered, in how far secondary inelastic col-

lisions via such a resonance can lead to the observed structures, the

TWM technique being based on the assumption that electrons with an

energy less than eW will diffuse to the collector by a series of elas-

tic collisions. The collision process is described by e~(E.)+M-»-M* +

e (Ef), in which the impact energy E i = e(Va+W). (see sect. 1). In TWM,

electrons with final energies within the range e(W-AW) < E f < eW are

detected. When recording an excitation function E.-E »eV is kept

constant.

Now there are three possibilities:
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(i) eW < E (E is the energy of the shape resonance). Normally, elec-

trons with an energy E- > eW (resulting from lower excitations, or from

the low-energy wing of the transition studied) are not detected. When,

however, their energy E f = E , they can lose energy by an inelastic

collision via the resonance. There is a chance that some electrons will,

in this way, acquire an energy between e(W-AW) and eW, thus enhancing

the TWM signal.

(ii) e(W-AW) < E < eW. Now electrons, which are normally detected

in TWM, (E_ = E ftteW) can lose energy via the resonance, reducing the

TWM signal.

(iii) e(W-AW) > E . In this case, the TWM signal cannot be influenced

by the resonance.

So it appears that the structures in TWM excitation functions, pre-

viously attributed to resonances at the impact energy, can be explai-

ned by secondary inelastic collisions via low-energy shape resonances.

This process enhances the excitation function at excess energies below

the energy of the shape resonance, and reduces it when the excess ener-

gy equals the energy of the resonance.

2.2.2.2. Experimental test

£
. i"

To test the hypothesis, developed in section 3.1, TWM excitation

functions were measured on nitrogen. At 2.3 eV the inelastic cross sec-
j A o o

tion (3 x 10 cm , via II.) is very large and about 10% of the elastic

cross section [16]. Furthermore, all resonances in nitrogen are well

known [17]. TWM excitation functions of nitrogen are found to be domin-

ated at all excitation energies by a strong feature about 1.6 eV above

threshold (fig. 15a), apparently caused by secondary inelastic collis-
2

ions via II . In fig. 2b the excitation function of the 4S state in Ar-

gon, which has no low-energy shape resonance, is shown. The small struc-

tures correspond to known resonances [18]. When, however, only a small

portion of a gas with a large inelastic cross section at low energy is

admixed, secondary inelastic collisions are expected to disturb the

picture. When nitrogen is admixed to argon in a ratio of about 1:20, the

cross section is seen to increase at energies below the resonance ener-
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fig. 15.
Excitation functions
with TWM
a : at8.0eV(B3na,N2)
b : at 11.6 eV (4S3Ar)
The curves of the pure
compounds are displayed
at the same pressure as
they have in the mix-
ture. The 20:1 pressure
ratio between Ar and N2
is the uncorrected rea-
ding of an ionization
gauge.
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gy, and to decrease at the resonance energy, (fig. 15b). The effect is

rather pronounced in an example like this, because the elastic cross

sections of the noble gases are small in the 1-2 eV range. Argon, par-

ticularly, has its Ramsausr-Townsend minimum around 1 eV, and at 2 eV

the elastic scattering cross section is still only 2 x 10~ 1 6cm 2 [19].

ft'

k

I

2.2.3. Conclus ion

Structures in TWM excitation functions should always be considered

with great care. Only excitation functions of compounds which do not

have considerable inelastic cross sections at low energies can give re-

liable information about resonances. The gross shapes of the excitation

functions, however, still contain information about the spin character

of the transitions.
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2.3. Energy-loss spectra

In section 2.2., it has been shown that TWM fails to locate resonances

unambiguisly via the excitation functions of their decay channels. It

remains to be demonstrated, that energy-loss spectra, recorded by H'M,

yield valuable and reliable information. Therefore, it has been invest-

igated how secondary inelastic collisions might influence energy-loss

spectra.

It has been explained in section 2.2., that the problem of secondary

inelastic collisions can be separated into two parts when the secondary

processes proceed mainly via one resonance of energy E : (i) E >eW, (ii)

E =eW, the third possibility, E <eW giving no disturbance. No problems

are expected to arise from (ii), as in that case the effect is an over-

all decrease in intensity, leaving the relative intensities in an energy-

loss spectrum (eW=constant) unaffected. The effects arising from (i) are

evaluated below. The various energy and potential terms are defined in

fig. 16.

When E >eW, an increase of the TWM signal is expected, due to elec-

trons with a final energy E =E , that lose an amount of energy E -eW by

a secondary inelastic collision. Because eW is a constant when recording

an energy-loss spectrum, the enhancement of the TWM signal depends on

the number of electrons with E =E , in other words: electrons that have

suffered an energy loss E1 =e(V +W)-E in a primary collision (see
ex a r

fig. 16 and eqs 29,30). So a maximum at an apparent excitation energy

E =eV |E,=eW| can be expected, whenever there is an excitation maximum

at Ef =E +(eW-E ) |Ef=E I. Wether this effect will cause trouble in

practice depends on the following factors:

-A maximum, which is pronounced in an energy-loss spectrum at eW'=E ,

is expected to repeat itself, shifted towards higher energies by an

amount E -eW, in energy-loss spectra where eW<E . E is in the range

1.5-2.5 eV for many shape resonances, however, and in most compounds

energy-loss spectra for this range of final energies do not show pro-

nounced maxima, but only broad peaks on a large background continuum.

-Electrons of residual energy E =E must spend some time in the collis-

V:
fc-,1-

•4-

'*!

'I
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ion chamber, i.e. undergo a number of collisions before leaving the

well, in order to have a chance of a secondary inelastic collision.

As pointed out in section 2.1., this condition is best fulfilled when

E -eW«eW. In excitation functions, a maximum enhancement has been

found for E -aW=0.5 eV (sect. 2.2..table 1).

fig. 16. Potentials and energies in the TWM mode.

Summarizing, spurious effects are primarely expected in energy-loss

spectra for final energies E-=eW=E -0.5 eV, E -eW to the high-energy

side of pronounced maxima. Practical experience, as well as an examin-

ation of published spectra [6,14,20-22], indicates that the effect is

not commonly observed. In benzene, however, conditions seem to be

(un)favourable. In a spectrum for eW=0.9 eV (0.9=E -0.5), shoulders are

observed at the high-energy sides of sharp peaks [6]. These features

are not observed at other well depths. Most probably, they are due to

the mechanism described above.

3. Detection of resonance excitation and negative ions

As explained above, direct excitation processes are observed in TE

and TWM spectra whenever eV =E . Even when recording TE spectra at

large well depths, maxima are observed at these energies (eV =E ),
° a ex

despite of the fact that the impact energies are E.=e(V +W). This
l a

occurs, because the excitation function for any transition is a contin-

I
8
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uously rising function of the impact energy for the first few eV

above threshold. So scattered electrons of energy Ef=eW always make

the larger contribution to to the trapped-electron signal.

When, however, excitation to a particular state proceeds mainly via

a resonance, this enhanced excitation can occur only for a specific

impact energy E.=e(V +W)=E . Hence, enhancements due to resonance

excitation are seen to shift towards lower voltage along the V axis in

the TE spectrum when W is increased. Similar behaviour is observed in

TWM energy-loss spectra. In this case, however, the observed decay chan-

nels are different for different W, as the observed electrons always

have a final energy E =eW. The decay channel, observed at a particular

well depth, is a transition of excitation energy E =E -eW. Nice examples
6X t

of resonances in XE and TWM spectra are demonstrated in chapters IV and VA.

Negative ions, formed in dissociative attachment processes, will

generally reach the trapped-electron collector, as their Larmor radii

are larger than the dimensions of the collision chamber. As dissociative

attachment is a resonant process, negative ion peaks will show the same

behaviour in TE spectra as features due to resonance excitation. It is

possible to discern negative ions from electrons by comparing TE and TWM

spectra. Because most negative ions reach the collector in any case, the

negative ion signal is hardly affected by the modulation frequency.

4. Description of an alternative detection method

&'•-

I

P

V

4.1. Introduction

The dc amplifier which is used to measure the trapped-electron cur-

rent is sufficiently sensitive for easy recording of most TE spectra,

but the measurement of very weak currents and of TWM signals requires

a compromise between long signal accumulation times and high sample

pressures. In practice, measurements of weak signals are often perform-

ed at higher pressures than is desirable in view of the pollution of

the apparatus.

Another problem of an amplifier with a 1012 0 feedback resistance

is its long time constant. Schulz [11] has given a formula for the time

I"
I
1
i
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after collision, T, in which a scattered electron reaches the trapped-

electron collector (eq. 31). Because of the long time constant, which

does not allow for measurements on a ms-ps scale, the formula has never

been verified experimentally. The assumption on which it is based—coll-

isions are necessary for the energy selection of scattered electrons —

seems to be right. The results, described in section 2.2. can

be considered as experimental support for such a mechanism. Whether the

the formula is right in a quantitative sense remains to be tested, however.

It has been attempted both to enhance sensiti r-.ti; and to make time-

resolved measurements possible by replacing the dc measurement of the

trapped-electron current by a particle counting technique. Those objec-

tives have not been realized, because, despite of careful screening,

high voltages, necessary for the operation of the multiplier, appeared

to disturb the energy selection of trapped electrons. Nevertheless, a

short description of the experimental set up and the results is pre-

sented here, on the one hand because the results give an insight into

the parameters which influence the trapped electron mechanism, on the

other hand to outline the problems in aid of future investigators.

A set up, in which time-resolved measurements could be succesful, is

suggested in section 4.4.

4.2. Experimental

As an electron multiplier, a microchannel plate (MCP) has been era-

ployed. An MCP consists of an array of channels with an internal di-

ameter of 25-50 pm and an internal surface processed to have a high

secondary emission coefficient. A voltage of 1-3 kV is applied between

the front and back sides of the plate. A particle, entering the front

of a channel, starts a cascade process , resulting in a burst of elec-

trons at the rear side. The gain of an MCP is limited to about 101*,

because so called ionic feedback occurs at higher gains. This problem

can be overcome by mounting two MCPs in cascade, or by using an MCP

with curved channels. (For a more comprehensive discussion of the MCP,

see ref, [23].)

In this research, an MCP with curved channels (channel diameter
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40 ym, gain ~106) has been used, since a single curved-channel plate

was more easy to incorporate in the existing spectrometer than two

straight-channel plates in cascade.

The MCP has been mounted in one of the collector plates C2 (fig. 14).

A schematic cross section of the construction is given in fig. 17. The

channel plate is screened by a fine wire mesh (wires of 35 um diameter,

spaced 65 vim apart). As a mesh with very small apertures was not avail-

able in molybdenum, a stainless steel mesh has been used. All electrodes

in the collision chamber have been covered with this material in order

to minimize contact potential differences.

A potential difference can be applied, between the MCP and the wire

mesh to accelerate electrons towards the detector. Because the magnetic

field is perpendicular to the accelerating field, electrons will, in

principle, gain a trochoidal drift velocity parallel to mesh and plate.

Therefore, the apogee of the trochoidal trajectories should be such

that electrons will be intercepted by the plate. A potential difference

of about 100 V is necessary for this purpose. It is estimated that a

potential of 100 V on the channel plate front will lead to a potential

variation of 50 mV on the axis of the collision chamber when the mesh

is kept at the well potential [24]. In order that the its potential can

be separately adjusted, the mesh has been isolated from its surroundings.

1cm
///I\
\

"V

N
\
\
1

1

1cm

rm

fig. 17. a. Schematic cross section of the MCP configuration.
C : collector, m : vrire mesh3
Ch.Pl.:channel plate3 i ,: insulation,

b. The channel plate housing (C2)t view from the axis of the
system, x-x is the plane of the cross section a. Note the
different scale.
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Across the channel plate a potential difference of 1600-1800 V is

applied, the potential difference between the rear side of the MCP and

the electron collector is 300 V.

TE measurements, as described in section 1, are possible with the MCP

as a detector. Pulses from the MCP are amplified by a pulse amplifier

and fed directly into the digital circuitry of a CAT (Varian 1024) time-

averaging computer.

Time-resolved measurements have been performed in two different ways.

To determine the residence time of scattered electrons in the collision

chamber, a set up as illustrated in fig. 18 has been used. Basically,

p

u

G.
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E.G.
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Delay
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Ch.Pl.
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Coll.C
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stop
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4 \A
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off_ n ji
detector
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TAC-

disabled—

TAC- output n
t0 t, tr t2 t — •

fig. 18. Block diagram of the set up for residence time measurements.
P.G. :pulse generator3 Coll.C.:collision chamber,
E.G. :electron gun, Ch.Pl. :channel plate detector + amplifier3
D-116:minicomputer3 TAC :time to amplitude converter.
In the lower part3 the time sequence of events is indicated. The TAC is
active during a period tj<t<t2 s defined relative to the start of the
beam pulse, t0 . When a detector pulse arrives at a time t r during this
period, the TAC generates a pulse with an amplitude proportional to t
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the same electronics is employed as by Mohlmann and van Sprang in their

measurements of the lifetimes of excited states [25,26]. The electron

beam is pulsed by modulating the potential of P2 (fig. 2). Typically,

beam pulses were 2-20 ys, with a repetition rate of 1-10 kHz. After a

suitable delay time, the beam pulse starts a time to amplitude converter

(TAC, Elscint model TAC-N-l), which is then stopped by the first pulse

arriving from the channel plate detector. Signals from the TAC are sto-

red in a D-116 minicomputer, which acts as a pulse height analyser.

When the signal intensity is adjusted such that only for a few percent

of the beam pulses a detector pulse is observed, the distribution of

residence times for scattered electrons is obtained. (For a more detai-

led explanation, see ref. [26].)

Also, spectra for scattered electrons with a given residence time

P.G. n Delay
t3.U

"U to
1 •

E.G. T—\

r~
Ch.Pi.

L Y f
CoU.C

-

beam

detector

on

off: JI
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closed— n_
to CAT

Va [CAT-rompJ

fig. 19. Block diagram of the set up for the measurement of spectra, in
which the scattered electrons have a given residence time.

Abbeviations: see the legend of fig. 18.
In the lower part, the time sequence of events is indicated. Compare the
detector pulse rate to that in fig. 18. Note that Va is scanned in this mode, i

i
i
ft

\
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have been recorded. The experimental set up is shown in fig. 19. As

in "normal" measurements, the impact energy is scanned, and pulses

from the MCP are fed into the CAT, but now the beam is pulsed and the

CAT input is gated so that only pulses, arriving within a specific time

interval (t3<t<ti,, defined with respect to the start of the beam pulse,

tg, see fig. 19) are accepted.

1=
I
I

4.3. Results and discussion

A large number of measurements has been performed with the channel

plate as a detector. Most measurements were on N_ and He, because the

trapped-electron spectra for these compounds are very well known [1,6,

12]. In the course of these measurements, the accelerating potential

between mesh and plate has been varied from zero to 400 V, and potentials

of the wire mesh, the plate C2 in which it is mounted and the other plate

C2, opposite to it, have been varied, independently and by small steps,

in a range of several hundreds of meV around W.

TE spectra, recorded with the MCP as a detector, appeared to show a

strongly rising baseline. Features, known from "normal" TE spectra stand

out only weakly on this baseline and are badly resolved. Time resolved

measurements have shown that two contributions to the detected signal

can be discerned. Both contributions have a characteristic shape as a

function of t (=time elapsed after the beam pulse) and show quite

different dependences on experimental parameters.

Independent of the exact setting of any potential, including W,

there is an "exponential signal", i.e., a signal with a maximum intensi-

ty during the beam pulse. As a function of t, this signal shows a kind

of exponantial shape, with quite a long tail towards longer residence

times. The intensity of this signal is a steadily rising function of the

impact energy, starting at the first excitation threshold. This indica-

tes that electrons with a wide range of final energies contribute to it.

A "time-delayed signal" is observed, which has a maximum intensity

at a time t=T (10-100 (is) after the start of the beam pulse. A typical

example is shown in fig. 18. For the fwhm of this signal ( A T ) , an approx-

imate relation AT/T=0.6 appears to exist, T is independent of W and of
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the target gas pressure, but very sensitive to potential differences bet-

ween the various electrodes in the collision chamber.

By recording energy spectra, in which only electrons arriving at the

detector at a time t=T were detected (sect. 4.2., fig. 19), it could be

established that the "time-delayed signal" largely consists of electrons

with very low final energies. (This can be seen by comparison with known

TE spectra.) Unfortunately there are no conditions, in which the "time-

delayed signal" can be completely isolated from the "exponential signal".

The best method to separate both types of signal makes use of the

observation that the "exponential signal" is independent of the exact

potential settings When potentials are selected such that the ratio of

"time-delayed" and "exponential" signals is maximal (both are of the same

order of magnitude then, x=20-30 ys), a spectrum is recorded (non-time-

resolved) and another spectrum, recorded at potential settings for which

the "time-delayed signal" is absent, is subtracted from it, a spectrum

is obtained which resembles a "normal" TE spectrum. The rising background,

ascribed to the "exponential signal", has not completely disappeared,

however.

For a comparison of the results, conventional TE spectra have been

recorded on the plate opposite to the MCP detector. (In this context,

conventional means: With dc current measurement, see sect. 1.) The poten-

tials, for which the best conventional TE spectra have been obtained,

differ as much as 100 meV frompotentials for which the "time-delayed

signal" is optimal. No sensible conventional spectra could be obtained

when the "time-delayed signal" was optimal, and no sensible MCP spectra

when the dc signal was optimal either.

E

Although the "time-delayed signal" consists of near zero eV electrons,

there are several indications that it is not related to the conventional

TE signal:

(i) It is totally independent of W; scattered electrons with large excess

energies do not contribute to it.

(ii) It does not occur at potential settings at which conventional TE

spectra can be recorded. Since these TE spectra are in accordance with

spectra recorded in the original configuration, it is very probable that
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the potential settings at which they are recorded correspond to a homoge-

neous well potential.

(iii) It has been found that the intensity of this signal is linearly

dependent on the target gas pressure and that x is independent of this

pressure. So this signal is independent of the number of secondary coll-

isions. Moreover, the number of secondary collisions can be made rather

small. When T=20 ys the average number of collisions is less than 10.

These arguments suggest that the "time-delayed signal" is not related

to the conventional trapped-electron mechanism, but what alternative ex-

planation can be given for it ? The relation

(32),

in which

where

T 1 = T + 6T,

€ = AV + C,

T : time at which the time-delayed signal" reaches its maxi-

mum intensity, defined relative to the start of the beam

pusle,

6T : correction on x for the (known) width of the electron

pulse as well as for the (unknown) deviation between the

shape of the rectangular electronic pulse and the actual

beam pulse and for possible delays in the electronics,

AV : potential difference between the wire mesh and the plate

opposite to it,

C : a constant,

could be be established in the following way: Firstly, x has been plot-

ted against B for several values of AV. A linear dependence has been

found, and the intercepts of these plots with the B=0 axis yielded -Sx,

which appeared to be small (about half the pulse width, indicating that

deviation of the shape and electronic delays are of little importance.)

Subsequently, AV has been plotted against 1/x', for various values of B.

These plots yielded straight lines, which proves that eq. (32) is valid.

€ can be interpreted as an electric field strength in the part of the

collision chamber facing the channel plate. C is related to the penetra-

tion of the high voltage on the channel plate through the mash. So eq.

(32) strongly suggest suggest that the "time-delayed signal" is related
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to trochoidal drift (eq. 1 substituted in eq. 32 gives vdT= constant).

Probably fringe fields at the boundary of the mesh are responsible for

the effect. Trochoidal drift occurs along equipotential surfaces, so

homogeneous potential differences between facing electrodes will not

direct electrons to the collector in such short times.

The path, described by the electrons must be extremely complicated.

An electron with an energy of 10 meV already travels a distance of 1 m in

15 ps, so an electron will run up and down in the collision chamber

during its drift to the detector. Possibly, the axial motion of electrons,

contributing to the "time-delayed signal", is confined to the region of

the collision chamber facing the channel plate. This is possible, because

the penetration of the high voltage can be somewhat stronger in the

centre of the wire mesh than at its boundaries, creating a local potent-

ial well. Such an effect would explain why only electrons with a very low

energy contribute to the "time-delayed signal".

It is not clear at all by what mechanism electrons forming the "expo-

nential signal" reach the collector. Strong fields must be involved, as

the electrons manage to travel across the magnetic field in a very short

time.

4.4. Concluding remarks

The experiments- have clearly shown how careful one must be with poten-

tials (e.g. inhomogeneous contact potentials) in any trapped-electron

spectrometer.

Although the present attempt to incorporate pulse counting techniques

in the trapped-electron method has not been successful, it remains desi-

rable to perform time-resolved measurements, as long as an experimental

confirmation of Schulz's formula (eq. 31,[11]) is still lacking. For such

measurements it could be considered to return to Schulz's original con-

struction of the TE spectrometer [11]: a cylindrical wire mesh, surroun-

ded by a concentrical collector. An MCP could be incorporated in such a

collector, keeping its front side at the same potential as the colector.

Such a construction restores cylindrical symmetry. If our supposition that
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the "time-delayed signal" is caused by trochoidal drift, perpendicular to

the magnetic and penetrating electric fields, to the boundaries of the

mesh, is right, the trapped-electron description remains valid in this

case

CHAPTER II
PART D

ELECTRON TRANSMISSION SPECTROSCOPY

Electron transmission spectroscopy is another mode of operation of

the apparatus. The relevant potentials are indicated in fig. 20. (cf.

fig. 14). A potential barrier V +6, with 6 typically a few tenths of a

volt, is applied to the electrodes following the collision chamber,

creating a very deep potential well. Moreover, the magnetic field is

set to 0.015 T in this mode, reducing the number of collisions necessary

for an electron to diffuse out of the interaction region (eq. 31).

Therefore, even electrons scattered elastically at large angles will not

be able to reach the primary beam collector. Within the collision cham-

ber, a small ac potential (10 mV peak-peak, 725 Hz) is applied to the

electrodes Cl to C3. The resulting modulation in the transmitted current

is detected in a lock-in amplifier. For the ac component of the transmit-

ted current, AX, we can write [27] :

where AE : modulation amplitude,

I : current entering collision chamber,

N : gas density,

fig. 20.
Potential distribution in
the electron transmission
mode.
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L : path length,

Qt(E): total effective cross section for electrons of energy E.

To a first approximation, the measured AI is proportional to dQt/dE.

Thus, the method is very sensitive to abrupt changes in the with energy

in the total scattering cross section. The technique is especially suited

to locate sharp resonances, i.e. resonances that live long enough to

have a well defined energy. Nice examples of such resonances are shown

in chapter IIIA. When resonances are broad, i.e. short-lived, electron

transmission gives less reliable results. Such resonances, however, can

often be found in their decay channels, by studying TE and TWM spectra

at various well depths as is shown in chapter VA.

1. Calibration

The energy scale of electron transmission spectra can be accurately

calibrated against the sharp dips at 11.51 and 11.92 eV in the transmis-

XI

i
2

i
3

fig. 21.

\ of N2.
The levels, used
in calibrating
the energy scale
of transmission
spectra, are in-
dicated by arrows.

electron energy (eV)
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table 2. Energies for the f=l and v=2 maxima of the 2n shape resonance
in No (eV)

 g

ref. technique energy standard y=l v=2

this
work

[31]

[29]

[32]

transmission
(derivative)

transmission

variable angle
scattering (elastic)

transmission

a )"b" and "3",N2°
/ 2.1910.02"' 2.4510.02"

? 2.19

2.18-2.21

2.22±0.04

U=I excitation
function, HF
2S, He

c) 2.44-2.47

2.46±0.04

c)

a) Calibrated against He 2S [27,28].
b) Midpoints of 1-1' and 2-2', respectively (fig. 21).
c) Dependent on observation angle.

sion spectrum of N 2 [1,28]. A disadvantage of this method of calibration

is that these structures are at a* rather high energy. Measurements at

this impact energy require apparatus settings, quite different from those

for measurements at low impact energies. Therefore, the strong 2n shape

resonance (N«, fig. 21) has often been used for calibration. By calibra-

tion against the 11.51/11.92 eV structures, the midpoints of the u=l and

u=2 vibrational members of this resonance are found to be at 2.19 and

2.45 eV. These energies are in agreement with other reported values. A

survey of some recently reported values is presented in table 2. A sur-

vey of values, reported at earlier dates, can, e.g., be found in ref. [29].

The absolute error in the energy scale of electron transmission spectra

is estimated to be ±0.02 eV, mainly due to the uncertainity in the energy
2

of the He S resonance [27,30], which has been the primary energy standard

in most calibrations (see table 2). The relative positions of features

in well resolved transmission spectra can be measured to a much better

accuracy (see e.g. ch. IIIA)

|

i
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CHAPTER I I I

PART A

LOW ENERGY ELECTRON IMPAC1 ON CHLOROFLUOROMETHANES AND CF4:
RESONANCES, DISSOCIATIVE ATTACHMENT AND EXCITATION

GJ. VERHAART, WJ. VAN DER HART and H.H. BRONGERSMA
Gorlaeus Laboratorium. University of Ley den, 2300 RA Leyden, The Netherlands

Received 16 June 1978

Electron transmission spectra, dissociative attachment studies and threshold electron-impact excitation spectra are
presented for CFCI3, CF2Cli, CF3CI and CF4. Sharp vibrational progressions, which are ascribed to a new type of reso-
nance, have been discovered in transmission spectra below 2 eV. A survey is given of the dissociative attachment processes
in the compounds studied. Some of these processes have not been described previously. New assignments are suggested for
the optical spectrum of CF3CI. Approximate triplet energies of the chlorofluoromethanes and the chloromethanes are given.

1. Introduction

The light absorption spectra of chlorofluoromethanes
have received much attention because the photodecom-
position of some members of this class disturbs equi-
librium in the stratospheric ozone layer. The UV ab-
sorption of fluorocarbons was recently reviewed by
Sandorfy [1]. Electronic states not accessible by opti-
cal spectroscopy can be excited by low-energy elec-
tron impact. The interaction of CFC13, CF2Cl2» C F 3 a .
and CF4 with electrons of an energy between 0 and IS
eV is discussed in this paper. Processes resulting from
the impact of electrons of higher energy will be report-
ed by van Sprang et al. [2].

In the present study excitation energies obtained in
threshold electron-impact experiments on the tide
compounds and the chloromethanes are reported. The
electron-impact spectra are compared with the optical
spectra. Approximate triplet energies are given and
new assignments for the optical spectrum of CF3C1
are suggested.

Capture of low energy electrons leads to the forma-
tion of short-lived negative ions [ 3 - 6 ] . Since the for-
mation of such a negative ion occurs when the incident
electron has a specific energy these states are called re-
sonances. Two possible decay channels of resonances
are autodetachment of the electron and dissociation
(dissociative attachment)

AB+e-»-AB-->-AB*+e,

Resonances reveal themselves by an enhanced excita-
tion cross section or by the production of fragment
ions at specific electron energies. Dissociative attach-
ment is a well known process in alkanes containing
chlorine [7—11]. This paper gives a survey of dissocia-
tive attachment processes in chlorofluoromethanes
and CF4, some of which have not been reported in pre-
vious studies.

When resonances live long enough ( > 10~14 s) to
have a reasonably well defined energy, they give rise
to sharp changes with energy in the total scattering
cross section. Since electron transmission spectroscopy
is very sensitive to these changes, the resonances them-
selves can be located [4-6,12—14]. Electron transmis-
sion spectra are reported for CF4 and CF3CI. Due to
their short lifetimes the known repulsive states do not
have a sufficiently well defined energy to give any sig-
nificant structure. Strong vibrational progressions are
observed at very low electron energies, however, due
to relatively long-lived non-dissociative negative ion
states. These resonances have not been reported previ-
ously. In most molecules with low-lying virtual valence
orbitals temporary negative ion states are formed
around 0—2 eV by capturing an electron in such an
orbital [3-6,14,15]. The present resonances, however,
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are formed by trapping an electron in a Rydberg orbital.
Therefore we introduce the classification of Rydberg
and valence type resonances to indicate the type of or-
bital in which the surplus electron is captured.

2. Experimental

Transmission and excitation spectra were recorded
on a spectrometer which has been described by van
Veen(refs. [6,14], or more comprehensively, ref. [16]).

The fragment negative ion production was studied
in an ICR apparatus, which has also been described
previously (see ref. [17]). The ions detected have a
lifetime of at least 10~3 s. Negative ions formed were
identified by recording ICR mass spectra at different
incident electron energies. The intensity of each frag-
ment ion identified in this way was measured as a
function of the electron energy. At low impact ener-
gies (0—2 eV) the position of the maxima was not
reliable. Possibly electric fields due to the electron
beam disturb the transport of ions in the source. The
energy maxima of the total ion current have been meas-
ured on the electron-impact spectrometer, however.

Calibration of the energy scale of the electron-im-
pact spectrometer was achieved by admixing nitrogen
to the gases studied. The energy scale of the ICR appa-
ratus was calibrated against that of the electron-impact
spectrometer by comparison of the energy dependence
of the total ion current.

CFC13, CF2C12, CF3CI and CF4 (stated purity
99.9%, 99.6%, 99.9% and 100%, respectively) were
placed at our disposal by Dupont. Chloromethanes
(stated purity > 99%) were obtained from Baker Che-
micals. All compounds were used without further
purification.

3. Results

Transmission spectra of CF4 and CF3C1 are shown
in fig. 1. Vibrational splittings are given in table 1. The
centre of a vibrational level is defined as the midpoint
between a successive minimum and maximum. As an
example of dissociative attachment, the formation of
the various fragment ions in CF2C12 and CF3CI as a
function of the electron energy is shown in fig. 2. In
table 2 the energies at which the dissociative attach-

ment processes occur in our measurements are com-
pared with values found in the literature. Threshold
electron-impact spectra of the chlorofluoromethanes
and CF4 are presented in fig. 3. Threshold electron-im-
pact spectra of the chloromethanes have also been re-
corded, but these are not extensively discussed in this
paper. For comparison with the chlorofluoromethanes
the energies of the first excitation maxima are given in
table 3. Table 4 gives a survey of the excitation maxi-
ma found in the electron-impact spectra and in optical
absorption spectra of the chlorofluoromethanes. For
CF4 values from low-energy and high-energy electron-
impact spectra are compared in table 5. A high-energy
electron-impact spectrum shows only optically allow-
ed transitions.

4. Discussion

4.1. The 0 -2 el resonance in CF4

The vibrational energy of CF4", observed in the elec-
tron transmission spectrum, is exactly the same as that
of the neutral molecule (159 meV; anti-symmetric
C—F stretching mode) [18]. So the extra electron is
captured in an orbital that does not affect the C—F
bond. In CF4 there are no low lying valence orbitals
[19], and, moreover, any valence orbital would be
C—F antibonding. Therefore the extra electron must
be in a Rydberg type orbital. To our knowledge this is
the first well established example of a Rydberg type
resonance associated with the ground state of a non-
polar molecule. In polar molecules strong enhance-
ments have been observed at the thresholds for vibra-
tional excitation [20-22] . The electron transmission
spectra of these compounds also show structure at the
approximate positions of the vibrational excitation in
the neutral molecule [23]. The observed enhancements
have been explained in terms of electron capture in
very large orbitals [20]. The resonances associated with
this electron capture by polar molecules seem to be
similar in nature to our Rydberg type resonances.

4.2. Cl~ formation in the chlorofluoromethanes
(0-2 eV)

As was already known for CFC13 and CF2C12 (see
references in table 2) Cl~ is formed at low electron

i

t
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OEREVATIVE OF
TRANSMITTED CURRENT IA.U.)

CF3CI

ELECTRON ENERGY (EVI

Fig. 1. Derivative of transmitted election current.

energjes in the chlorofluoromethanes. The intermedi-
ate negative ion states involved are clearly formed by
trapping an electron in a low lying C-Cl anti-bonding
orbital. Dissociative attachment resulting in Cl~ is
energetically possible at zero energy, since the disso-
ciation energy of the C-Cl bond is smaller than or
nearly equal to the electron affinity of the chlorine
atom [24,25]. The observed maximum, however, de-
pends on the energy at which the repulsive surface
crosses the Franck-Cordon region [26].

4.3. Low energy (0-2 eV) resonances in CF3O

In CF3CI processes around G-2eV involving nega-
tive ion states are observed with two different tech-
niques:

(i) In electron transmission spectroscopy a reso-
nance is observed, showing strong similarity to the
Rydberg type resonance in CF4.

(ii) Cl~ formation, common to all chloroalkanes,
is firmiy established by the ICR experiment. This pro-
cess originates from a valence type resonance.

As in the other chloromethanes, the valence type
resonance of CF3C1 is strongly coupled to dissociation.

Table 1
Vibrational energies (eV) in the negative ions (observed in
transmission) and the neutral molecules

£ v i b in anion E^b in neutral E a)

CF«
CF3CI

0.159 ±0.002
0.142 ±0.004

0.159 [181
0.150 [36] (a)
0.137 [36] (s)

0.32
0.29

a ) Energy of first fully resolved level in transmission.

Dissociative negative ion states do not live long enough
to exhibit well-defined vibrational structure, or even
to be observed at all in transmission. Therefore the
rather sharp vibrational levels in the electron transmis-
sion spectrum, ranging from zero energy up to about
0.6 eV above the (CF3 -Cl)~ dissociation limit (0.11
eV [24,25]), cannot be due to the valence type reso-
nance, the more since the Franck—Condon maximum
of this resonance is at 1.4 eV. As mentioned above,
the similarity between the structure in the CF3C1 trans-
mission spectrum and the Rydberg type resonance in
CF4 is striking. So we believe that there are two differ-
ent resonances in the 0—2 eV region, one Rydberg and
one valence type, the Rydberg type probably being at
the lower energy.

It must be mentioned that EPR studies in a low
temperature matrix [27] show that in the ground state
of the CF3Cl~ radical the unpaired electron is in an or-
bital localized in the C-Cl bond. However, since state
with an electron in a diffuse Rydberg orbital will be.
strongly disturbed in the condensed phase, and the
valence type states are stabilised in such a matrix, this
does not affect our conclusions.

Summarising, our conclusion is that there is a rela-
tively stable state in CF4 and CF3C1~ with an elec-
tron in a Rydberg orbital. Since in the transmission
spectra the vibrational structure extends to zero ener-
gy, it is possible that the molecules have a positive
electron affinity. Reliable values of the electron affin-
ities are not available, however.

Whether Rydberg type negative ion states exist in
the other chlorofluoromethanes cannot be established
in the present experiment. Dissociative attachment as-
sociated with the valence type resonance is the domi-
nant process in these compounds, even at the lowest
electron energies. Possible Rydberg states may lie be-
low the neutral ground state. In this case it is not pos-
sible to probe them by electron-impact.
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Table 2
Impact energies (eV) at the maxima for negative ion formation

CFCI3 CF2C12 CF3CI CF4

cr

F"

(M-F)-

this res.

<0.5a>

3.0

3.5

» 1-2 a>

Ut.

0.0 c«d)
0.2 c>e*
0.04 f«>

3.0 c - «

3.3 c 'd>

this res.

0.7 a-b>

3.2

3.7

Ut.

0.8c-e>
0.78 fW

this res.

1.4 a,b)

5.0

4.3

Ut.

i)

this res. Ut.

6.9

6.15 J)
7.5

6.9 i>

a ' Exact energies of maxima below 2 eV could not be obtained in the ICR experiments, see text.
b) Cl~ identified in ICR, energy value is maximum of ion current measured on the electron impact spectrometer.
c) Values from these authors have been conected because the midpoint of their electron retarding curve or the maximum for SFe

formation is not at the zero of their energy scale.
d>Ref. [11], e>Ref.[9]. 0 No mass analysis of the negative ion.
£) Ref. [37] electron swarm experiment. n> Ref. [38] idem.
9 No experiments are known in which the negative ions were mass analysed, ref. [37 gives a peak energy of 0.038 eV for the maxi-

mum of electron attachment, fi Ref. [10 J.

t

4.4. C7J formation in CFC73

In CFCI3 we have found Cl^ formation at about
1—2 eV. Apparently the process originates from an-
other resonance involving an orbital with C—Cl anti-
bonding character. As explained in the experimental

ION CURRENT IAU.)

CF2CI2

1 3 5 7
ELECTRON ENERGY UV)

Fig. 2. Negative ions in CF2CI2 and CF3CI.

section no exact energy for the process could be ob-
tained with the ICR-apparatus. Since the abundance
of CIJ is low as compared to Cl~, the electron impact
spectrometer could not provide a maximum for the
process either. Using the electron affinity of chlorine
and bond strengths as far as they are known, the the-
oretical threshold for the process is estimated to be
about 1.5 eV [24,25]. Cl2 formation is found at com-
parable energies in other chlorocarbons, e.g. CHCI3
[7]andCCl4[8].

4.5. Dissociative attachment at higher energies
(*>3-7eV)

At somewhat higher energies two resonances exist
iaall compounds studied. The splitting between the
two states is about 0.5 eV in the Franck—Condon re-
gion. Apparently C—F antibonding orbitals are involv-
ed in these states, since the ions formed are F~ and
(M-F)" respectively (see table 2). Here (M-F) means
the molecule minus one fluorine atom. In CF4 a third
resonance has been reported in this region, yielding
one of the fragments in an excited state [10].

The higher resonance in CF3C1 does not produce
(M-F)", as in the other compounds, but Cl~. This
could mean either that in this resonance a C—Cl anti-
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Table 3
First maxima for direct excitation by near threshold electron
impact compared with first maxima in the optical spectra of
chloromethanes. Energies in eV

CCI4 CHCI3 CH2CI2 CH3CI

Electron impact
this research 6.5 6.7 6.9 6.8
Optical
refs. [1,31,191 7.0 7.2 7.2 7.3

bonding orbital is involved, or that the CF2C1 frag-
ment is not stable. There are some arguments in favour
of the latter possibility. In CF3C1 there is just one
mainly C-Cl antibonding orbital, already involved in
the resonance at 1.4 eV. Since the other compounds
have only negative ion states involving C—F antibond-
ing orbitals in this energy range, it is not probable that'
CF3CI will be the only one to exhibit a resonance
which weakens the C—Cl bond at this energy. More-
over, there are some indications that CF2C1~ is rela-
tively unstable:

(i) While other CX3 ions (X = F, Cl, Br, 0 are firm-
ly established as intermediates in the reaction of CX3H
with base [28], a chemical reaction with CF2C1~ as an
intermediate has been found only with difficulty [29].
The ion is supposed to undergo rapid decomposition
intoCl~andCF2 .

(ii) Infrared absorption studies by Milligan et al.
[30] indicate that the C-CI bonds in CF2C1 are weak-

er than those in radicals containing two or three chlo-
rine atoms. A similar difference in bond strengths
might exist in the anions.

So we suppose that in the S.OeV resonance of
CF3CI the breaking of the C-F bond is the primary
process, as it is hi the analogous resonances in the
other chlorofluoromethanes and CF4 . Lack of knowl-
edge about the molecular orbital description of these
states, however, makes it impossible to give a definite
assignment.

4.6 .Electronic excitation, valence states

The lowest frequency bands in the optical spec-
tra of chloromethanes [31,19] and chlorofluoro-
methanes [1,32] are generally assigned to singlet
n-* a* transitions, i.e. to the promotion of an elec-
tron from a Cl lone pair to a largely C-Cl antibond-
ing orbital. These are weak, broad and structureless
bands. In the fluoromethanes only Rydberg transitions
are observed [19].

Our threshold electron impact spectra of chloro-
methanes and chlorofluoromethanes show a broad
first maximum. These broad bands probably contain
contributions from singlet as well as triplet n -*• a* ex-
citations. In the chloromethanes the maximum in the
electron-impact spectrum is some 0.3 to 0.S eV below
the optical value (see table 3), suggesting a singlet-
triplet splitting of about 0.5 eV.

Although in CF2C12 and CFC13 the n -> a* transi-
tions give rise to two bands in the optical spectra [32],

Table 4
Excitation maxima (eV) in threshold electron-impact and optical spectra of chlorofluoromethanes

a> See text

^n-o*

»n-o*

CFCb

e j . this res.

6.7

c.e. resonance a '
n-»R
n - R
n-»R
n-»R
n-»R
n - R

8.6
9.2
9.9

10.2

10.9

opt. ref. [32]

6.7
7.5

8.7
9.3
9.7

10.1
10.6 [39]
10.8 [39]

CF2Cl2

e.L this res.

7.2

8.9
9.3
9.8

opt. ref. [32]

7.0
8.1

9.2
9.8

10.5 [39]
10.8 [39]

CF3CI

e.L this res.

7.5

9.2
9.6

11.0

optical

8.1 [33]

9.7 [321
10.6 [39]

~:

• 1
'1

I
i
i
'j

I

! \:
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Table 5
Excitation maxima in threshold and high-energy electron-im-
pact spectra of CF4 (in eV)

5 7 9 11
ELECTRON ENERGY (eV)

Fig. 3. Threshold electron-impact excitation spectra.

the electron-impact spectra have just one, very broad
maximum at an energy near that of the first optical
maximum. The onset, however, extends well below
the optical onset. The singlet—triplet splitting for
these two compounds is estimated to be in the order
of magnitude of 0.5 eV, as in the chloromethanes.

The 7.5 eV band in the threshold electron-impact
spectrum of CF3C1 is then readily assigned to the trip-
let and or singlet n -> a* transition. Doucet et al. [32],
however, place the singlet n -> a* at 8.9 eV. Their
assignment would imply a S-T splitting of about 1.4
eV. Such a high value is improbable, since it is much
higher then in the other compounds. This considera-
tion has led to new optical measurements by the group
of Sandorfy. A very weak absorption was discovered
at 8.1 eV [33]. It is assigned as ln •* o*.

The ill defined shoulder at 8.9 eV previously assign-
ed as *n -* o* [32] is probably due to unresolved vibra-
tional fine structure [33].

It has been pointed out by Robin [34] that the
*n -+ o* bands show an anomalous shift to higher ener-
gies in the series CH3C1, CH2FC1, CHF2C1, CF3C1 as

c.e. resonance a)
I t , - * 3s
c.e. resonance a>
It, - 3p
4t2 -* 3s
le-3s
4t2-3p
le-3p
le-+3d

Threshold
electron-impact
this research

12.0
12.7
13.0
13.6
13.9
14.9
15.3

Electron-impact
400 eV
lefs. [19,40]

12.5

13.6
13.9

15.3
15.9
16.9

a ) See text.

compared to CH3Br-»-CF3Br and CH3I-*CF3I. In the
bromo and iodo compounds the shift is less than 0.1
eV. The problem seems to be largely solved by the
present result, although the shift is still large. It would
be interesting to remeasure the optical spectrum of
CH2FC1 and CHF2C1.

4.7. Electronic excitation, Rydberg states

In the Rydberg region most of the vague humps in
the electron-impact spectra can be associated with
known Rydberg transitions. In CF4 the optically for-
bidden le -* 3s transition [19] is observed at 14.9 eV.

Many molecules exhibit so called core-excited
Feshbach resonances. In these negative ion states a
Rydberg orbital is doubly occupied. They usually lie
about 0.5 eV below the neutral excited states from
which they are derived (their parents) [3,13-15], and
can often be seen as enhancements in the threshold
excitation spectrum.

The structures found below the Rydberg excitation
in the spectra of CF3C1, CF2C12 and CF4 disappear
when the impact energy is raised above threshold.
Moreover the energy difference with the Rydberg ex-
citation processes is approximately 0.5 eV. So these
enhancements in the excitation cross section at thresh-
old are caused by core-excited Feshbach resonances.
Similar structure is observed in CC14 (8.0 eV) and
CH3Cl(7.4eV).

These resonances can often be detected by electron
transmission spectroscopy. Spence [13] found the
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CH3C1 resonance as a diffuse structure around 7.5 eV.
Our transmission spectrum of CF3C1 shows a similar
structure at the resonance energy. The resonances in
the other compounds could not be observed in trans-
mission spectroscopy.

The failure to yield any structure in transmission
spectra could be due to a very short lifetime. This oc-
curs when the resonance is strongly coupled to a de-
cay channel. It must be remembered that the positive
ions (the grandparents) are not very stable (see e.g.
ref. [35]). Adding two electrons in a non-bonding
Rydberg orbital will not change this character.
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CHAPTER III
PART B

LOW-ENERGY ELECTRON-IMPACT SPECTRA OF
THE CHLOROMETHANES

In the preceeding article [ 1 ], some preliminary results on the chlorometha-

nes have been reported. Here the full spectra are presented. In fig. 1 thres-

hold spectra are displayed and fig. 2 shows representative TWM spectra for the

compounds. The excitation energies are compared in table 1 with data from light

absorption spectroscopy.

The first excited states of the chloromethanes are n+a* valence states. In

optical spectra, transitions t° these states give rise to broad, weak and struc-

tureless bands [2,3,4]. Allthough in all methanes with more than one chlorine

there are three or four of such states [2], transitions to different n-»-cr* states

have not been resolved.

In the threshold electron-impact spectra of the fluorinated chloromethanes,

unresolved singlet and triplet vt+a* exitation was observed in the 6-8 eV region,

nicely isolated from dissociative attachment between 3 and 6 eV, and from Ryd-

berg excitation well above 8 eV [1], In the chloromethanes, n*a* valence shell

transitions are also between fr and 8 eV [1,2,3,4], but dissociative attachment

has been reported in the same energy range [5,6]. Also, Rydberg excitation comes

at relatively low energies in some chloromethanes [2,3/J. It is partially due

to this crowding of processes, that there are considerable differences between

the threshold spectra of these compounds. Therefore, these threshold spectra

will be discussed below, for each compound separately.

In TWM spectra, however, no complications occur > and more general con-

clusions about the excited states of the chloromethanes can be derived. The ex-
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trapped electron

current (a.u.)

fig. l.
Tveshold electron-
impact spectra.
Note hat both parts of
the CCX. speatrwn do
not have a common
baseline.

CH3Cl

5 7 9 11
electron energy(eV)

citation energies are seen to be independent of the impact energy, provided the

well depth is sufficient to exclude contributions from resonance excitation and

negative ions. On the low energy side, the TWM spectra show a broad first band,

the envelope of many unresolved n-*o* excitations. As this maximum is 0.5 eV be-

low the first maximum in optical spectra, triplet excitation must make a major

contribution to the band shape.

The Rydberg transitions are also broad and unresolved in the optical spectra

(except for CH, Cl) [3,4], and so they are in the electronimpact spectra for all

halomethanes. Nevertheless, the n-*4s- transitions (B-bands in the optical spec-

troscopists slang [4]), are easily identified in all compounds, as in their fluori-

nated counterparts.

cci4

At threshold, CCl^ has a very strong first maximum (6.1 eV). When the well

depth is increased, the intensity relative to the rest of the spectrum rapidly

decreases, and the maximum is seen to shift towards higher energies (6.5 eV).

Dissoviative attachment, resulting in various negative ion fragments, is known
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to be strong around 6 eV [5,&]. Negative ions alone, however, cannot explain the

large peak at 6.1 eV in the threshold spectrum, since the maximum of ion forma-
3

tion is at 5.8 eV [6]. Possibly, excitation of low energy n-HJ* transitions is

also an important decay channel for the resonances, responsible for the nega-

tive fragments.

The distinct enhancement at 8.0 eV in the threshold spectrum is due to a

core excited feshbach resonance, since it is 0.5 eV below the first Rydberg sta-

te, and disappears when the well depth is increased. It could not be observed

in electron transmission spectroscopy, probably because of a short lifetime

(see also ref. [1].)

In the Rydberg region, relative intensities are quite different from those

in optical [3,4] or high-energy electron-impact spectra [A,7], and many transi-

tions remain unresolved. The feature at 10.2 eV has no counterpart in the opti-

cal spectrum. In 100 eV energy loss spectra, an unassigned shoulder is present

".t this energy.

table 1. Excitation maxima (eV) in electron-impact and optical spectra
of the chloro methanes.

crc)

3' !n-a*

n-»a*
e)c.e.res.

B (n-»4s)

D (n-»4p)

n-»R

n-»R

cci4

e.i.a^

5.8d>

6.5

8.0

8.5

9.2

10.2

I
opt

7.0

8.5

8.9

9.3

9.5

10.2

b)

t)

CHC1

e.i.

6.4

6.7

8.2

9.0

3
a)

oPt.
b)

7.

8.

8.

.2

.2

,7

CH2C1

e.i.a

7.3

6.9

8.3

8.9

9.7

2

> oPt.
b)

7.2

8.3

9.0

9.6

CH3C1

• a)
e.i.

7.3

6.8

7.4

7.8

f
9.1

I

oPt.
b)

7

7

•8

8

.9

.3

.9

.8

.9

.2

a) This research, except for dissociative attachment data.
b) Refs [2,3,4]. c) Ref. [5]. d) Also ref. [6]. e) See text,
f) Only in 100 eV electron-impact spectra [4,7].

'4
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In CHCU there is not much difference between threshold and TWM-spectra.

The dissociative attachment process, reported at 6.4 eV [5] is apparently too

weak to contribute to the spectrum. The long tail below 5 eV is due to negati-

ve ions, however, as dissociative attachment is relatively strong in this region

[ 5 ] . ; ..'-•

-1

'•$ '

In CH?C1? negative ion formation is also too weak to make a significant

contribution to the threshold spectrum. Valence excitation gives only a minor

contribution at threshold, but gains intensity at higher impact energies. In

the Rydberg region, some transitIonsy known from optical spectroscopy, can be

identified in the TWM spectra.

CH3C1

CBk&l both

w- -

3,1n+o* (6.8 eV) and it*4s (7.8 eV) ,:: In the threshold[

:-.- which can be observed injTSMj.ir^obsoured by a strong maximum at 7.4 eV. At

'-'-. about this energy Spence ?[$1 observed-a|core-fexcitediresonance by electron trans-

mission spectroscopy. Dorman [5] reports a maximum for Cl formation at the

; same energy. So it is likely that dissociation is a decay channel for this nega-

i
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tive ion state, allthough not the most important one. Since the abundance of

Cl is lower in CH,C1 than in CH^Cl- [5], and there is no major contribution

of negative ions in the CH«C1« spectrum, the maximum at 7.4 eV in the CH-C1

threshold spectrum is mainly due to resonance enhanced excitation.
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CHAPTER III
PART C

NEUTRAL FRAGMENTS AND NEGATIVE IONS
IN DISSOCIATIVE ATTACHMENT PROCESSES *

G.J.Verhaart, H.A. van Sprang and H.H. Brongersma

Reactions of fragments, produced by electron impact on CCl.,
CFCl~ and CJ?JCl9 are reported. Reactions following the cap-
ture of low-energy electrons can be very specific in these
molecules. This is in contrast to reactions, brought about
by electrons of a wide range of energies, e.g. in a discharge,
or by photons (either UV or multiple IR). Furthermore,
negative ion formation in these molecules is discussed,
including new experimental results on CCl.. New values for
Aff. (CCIJ, Aff» (CFCl) and Aff» (CFJ are presented.
I * T J *

1. Introduction

Recent investigations have clearly demonstrated that low-energy elec-

trons can dissociate halogen containing molecules with an efficiency

greatly exceeding that of photodissociation [1,2,3]. It has been pointed

out that in CFC1- the cross section for decomposition by thermal elec-

trons is 101* times higher than the cross section for the decomposition

by photons of 7.6 eV [2]. Also, it has been shown that photodecomposi-

tion of chlorofluoromethanes can be achieved at lower photon energies

when these compounds are adsorbed on certain surfaces, e.g. grains of

sand [4,5], It has been suggested that electrons, weakly bound on these

surfaces, are responsible for this effect [2].

Previous studies of dissociation upon electron capture have been di-

rected to the more easily studied negative ion products. It has been the

aim of this study to investigate the fate of the neutral fragments,

1f A slightly shortened version of this paper has been submitted to
Chemical Phisias
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arising from the process. Since dissociative attachment is a resonant

process, products arising, from specific fragments are expected to be

selectively formed, when a source of mono-energetic electrons of the

right energy is used.

This selective action of electrons with a specific, low, energy is

in strong contrast to the breakdown of molecules which is brought about

when electrons of a wide range of energies are present, such as in dis-

charges .

Likewise, a wide range of products can be found in photochemical

reactions induced by "white" light. A more selective excitation can be

accomplished with monochromatic light. IR laser multi-photon absorption,

e.g., leads to one specific dissociation process. However, a disadvantage

of this technique is that many molecules are merely heated, because they

absorb a number of quanta which is insufficient for dissociation. This

heating influences the subsequent reactions of the radicals formed in

the dissociation process.

For a thorough study of the reactions following specific dissociative

attachment processes, an apparatus is necessary, in which a high concen-

tration of electrons with a reasonably well-defined energy can be obtained.

An instrument in which reactions, induced by electron impact, can be stu-

died, has been described by Derai [6], but this apparatus cannot produce

a sufficient yield of electrons with energies below 3.5 eV. Dissociative

attachment processes in most halomethanes have a very large cross section

for electrons of near zero energy [1,2,7]. However, the construction of

a high-intensity beam apparatus for very low energies is impossible due

to space charge problems. In this chapter, a relatively simple, but very

effective approach is described, making use of the high density of

thermal electrons near a hot filament.

It is well known that negative ions are formed near a hot filament

[8,9]. Experiments, to be described in section 3, have shown that the

hot filament can be considered as an inert source of thermal electrons

and that no thermolytic reactions occur under our experimental condi-

tions. Using the hot filament as an electron source, products from

reactions following dissociative attachment processes in CCl,, CFC1. and

I
I
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CF9C1?, occurring near zero energy, have been studied (sect. 5). All

products observed can be explained by known dissociative attachment pro-

cesses, a survey of which is given in section 2.

Products found in these experiment = can be compared to products ob-

tained in an rf discharge (sect. 4) and in IR multi-photon absorption

experiments (sect. 6). A discussion of thermochemical quantities, which

can be derived from electron impact experiments, (sect. 7) concludes

this chapter. New values for the heats of formation of the halocarbenes

are presented.

2. Survey of dissociative attachment processes •

2.2. Chlorofluoromethcmes

4

In a previous paper [1] the dissociative attachment processes in

the chlorofluoromethanes have been reported. The results from this

study are summarized in tables 1-2, together with values from stud-

ies, which have been published after the appearance of this paper

[2,10].

In the previous study [ 1 ], an ICR apparatus has been used to ana-

lyse the ions formed. A distinct advantage of ICR is that the double

resonance technique [11] can be used to establish whether the ions

are formed by a direct process or as a result of ion-molecule react-

ions. However, a disadvantage of our ICR apparatus is that the elec-

tron gun is not equipped with a monochromator. Therefore, it was not

possible to obtain accurate appearance potentials. Moreover, exact

values for impact energies below 2 eV could not be obtained because

of experimental difficulties. This disadvantage was partially over-

come by combining the ICR results with data from our electron-impact

spectrometer. The latter is equipped with a high resolution trochoi-

dal monochromator. Negative ion peaks can be discerned from electron

scattering for impact energies down to 0.5 eV.

Recently, Illenberger et al. [2] have published a study of disso-

ciative attachment processes in the chlorofluoromethanes. These

authors have used a set up, in which dissociative attachment data
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table 1. Trichlorofluoromethane: negative ions (energies in eV, M=CFC1_)

M~

Cl"

F~

(M-F)"

ci2"
(M-Cl)"

cci2"
FC1~

peak maxima,
electron

t l ]

<0.5

3 .0

3 .5

1-2

impact
[2]

0 .0

3 .0

3 .3

1.6

[35]

0 .0

3 .0

3 .3

appearance potentials o^
electron
[2 ]

0.0+0.05

1.6+0.2

2.7+0.2

0.6+0.2

impact 1
[35]

0 . 0

1.3

2.75

C-impact
[10]

-1.1

-0 .4

<2.2

2.0

2.1

3.9

3 .9

a) The reported appearance potentials have been corrected for IP (K) =
4.3 eV, to allow comparison with electron impact.

down to zero eV impact energy is obtained directly, with a trochoidal

electron monochromator in the electron gun, and a quadrupole mass

filter as an ion analyser. Because of the differences in experimental

methods, a comparison of their results with ours [l] can provide a

better insight in these processes.

The energies of Illenberger's [2] peak maxima are 0.1-0.2 eV below

our values. These differences are well within the error limits, but

the fact that they are systematically lower might be significant. We

believe that our calibration is more accurate, since we employ well

established excitation energies in N~, while Illenberger et al. cali-

brate against attachment processes in the troublesome 0-0.4 eV region.

With respect to the main products, Cl in the 0-2 eV region, F~

and a fragment ion formed by the loss of one fluorine atom, (M-F) ,

in the 3-5 eV region, there is an excellent agreement between the

qualitative results of both studies [1,2]. There are some diffe-

rences in the relative intensities as a function of energy. In our

study of CFjCl, the (M-F) producing resonance, expected in the 3-5

eV region, was not found. Instead, a second Cl~ formation process

was observed. We speculated [1], that CF-Cl" would be primarely for-

I

I

if.

I
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med, but would dissociate into CF_ and Cl within the minimum life-
—3

time required for ions to be detected in the ICR instrument (10 s).

This supposition seems to be confirmed by Illenbergers results. In

that experiment, in which the minimum observation lifetime is much

shorter ( ~10 s), CF-C1 is observed in low abundance. Its appear-

ance potential coincides with the second onset for Cl formation, in-

dicating that CF-C1 is the prinary fragment, and has a lifetime on

the ys scale.

Cl«~ formation in CFC1, is observed at low impact energies in both

experiments [1,2], Illenberger et al. have measured an appearance pot-

ential of 0.6 +_ 0.2 eV for this process. Because the process is not

possible at this energy when literature data for the heats of format-

ion of the fragments is accepted, they suggest that an ion-molecule

reaction might be responsible for.Cl- formation. However, such a

reaction is energetically not feasible either. Moreover, Cl_ has been

shown to be a primary product by an ICR double resonance experiment

[12]. The consequence of this result for the accepted value of AHj (CFC1)

will be discussed in section 7.2.

table 2. Dichlorodifluoromethane and chlorotrifluoromethane: negative
ions (energies in eV)

M~

Cl"

F"

(M-F)"

C1?'

FCl"

M=CF2(:i2

peak maxima,
electron

[1]

0.7

3.2

3.7

impact

[2]

0.

3.

3.

0

2

55

1

55

65

.85

[36]

0.8

appearance
e.l.

[2]

0.

1.

2

0

2

15+0.

8 +0.

.8

.2

.1

+0.

+0.

+0.

1

2

2

1

2

. pot

Ka)

[10]

-0.

-0.

1.

1.

<3

4

3

1

3

7

1

M=CF3

peak
e.i.

[1]

fl.4
*5.0
4.3

Cl

max.

[2]

1.
4
4.

4

3

3
8
1

.2

.9

app.pot.
e.i.

[2]

0.7+0.
3.4+0.
3.0+0.

3.5+0.

3.0+0.

3
3
3

3

3

a) K-impact, the reported appearance potentials have been corrected
for IP (K) =4.3 eV, to allow comparison with electron impact.
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Besides the ions discussed above, Illenberger et al. also report

C12~ in CF2C12, and FCl" in CF2C12 and CF3C1 [2], We did not find these

ions in our original study [l]. A careful search has confirmed this

result, although a minor trace of Cl_ might be present in CF2C1_. Al-

though Illenberger et al. reported the abundance of the Cl» and FCl

fragments to be rather low [2], ions which had a still lower abundance

in their experiments have been easily observed by us [1] (e.g. F in

CF~C1, Cl_ in CFC1-). A further fragmentation, as with CF2C1 , preven-

ting detection by ICR, is unlikely on energetic grounds. So the origin

of these discrepancies remains the object of further study.

Another study of negative ion formation in CFC1_ and CF2C1_ has been

reported by Dispert and Lacmann [10], employing a beam of neutral pot-

assium atoms. Their results are summarized in table 1 and 2. It is not

expected that results from a neutral atom impact experiment will be

directly comparable with the results from an electron impact experiment.

In electron impact, a molecule captures an electron with a specific

energy to form a temporary negative ion state, which subsequently

dissociates into the observed products. In neutral atom impact such a

state is formed by ionizing the atom. This process does not require a

specific impact energy because the positive ion is available to car-

ry away excess energy. So it is not surprising that appearance potent-

ials, reported by Dispert and Lacmann [10], are higher than those rep-

orted for electron-impact processes [2]. Furthermore, the presence of

the positive ion is expected to considerably disturb the potential

curves of the initially formed negative ion states [13]. This is ref-

lected in the fact that fragments, not observed in electron impact,

are found in neutral atom impact, most notably (M-Cl) . The (M-F)

fragments, always found in electron impact, are not observed in neut-

ral atom impact.

2.2. Tetrachlovomethane

Fragment negative ion formation in CC1, has been studied in the ex-

perimental set up, described in ref. [4] and section 2.1. A survey of

the results is given in table 3, together with values from previous
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studies [10,14-16].

In relation to the experiments to be described below, processes oc-

curring near zero electron energy are of special interest to us. There

is general agreement that Cl is formed at zero impact energy. For the

appearance potential of Cl2 , however, reported values differ by two

electron Volts [15,16]. Although the exact determination of appearance

potentials below 2 eV encounters some difficulties in our experiment,

we are certain that it is below 0.3 eV for Cl- in CCl^. The experim-

ents to be described below also suggest that it is near zero. A double

resonance experiment clearly shows that Cl™ is formed in a one-step

process. The observation that Cl2 is formed near zero electron energy

can not be reconciled with literature data for heats of formation. This

problem will be solved in section 7.2

table 3. Tetrachloromethane: negative ions (energies in eV)

cci4'

Cl~

ci2"

cci3"

cci2"

peak

this

<0.5
5.8

~1.0
5.8

1-2
5.7

5.8

maxima, e.

work

int.

1000

18

5

10

i.

[14]

0.0
6.0

~1.5
6.3

~1.5

6.3

appearance potentials

electron

this work

<0.1

<0.3

<1.0

4.8

impact

[15]

0.0
5.6

0.8

1.4

[16]

0.0

2.3

Ka)

[10]

-2.0

-0.6

1.8

1.7

2.5

a) K-impact, the reported appearance potentials have been corrected for
IP (K) =4.3 eV, to allow comparison with electron impact.

b) Relative intensity at the peak maximum.

1
i

1
1
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3. Experimental

3.1. Set up to study plasmachemistry in a discharge

The experimental set up to study the products formed in a dis-

charge is shown in fig. 1. Before the experiment the system was pum-

ped down to 10 Torr by an oil diffusion pump (Edwards E02). During

the experiment, a constant gas flow was obtained by admitting CFC1-.

vapour through the needle valve, and pumping it away by cooling the

collecting vessel with liquid nitrogen. The experiment was performed

at the highest pressure at which a discharge could be sustained.

The product mixture was analyzed on a 2m x jr" column, packed with
o

10% SE 30 on Chromosorb WAW-80/100, in a HP 5750 gas-liquid chrom-

atograph interfaced to an AEI ms20 mass spectrometer by means of a

membrane separator. The carrier gas was He, the flow rate was 20 ml/

min and the chromatograph was operated, by temperature programming,

between ambient temperature and 200°C, while injector port and Flame

Icnization Detector (FID) were maintained at 220 C. This temperature

range limits the analysis to products containing three to seven chlo-

rine atoms. The sensitivity of the detector for the various compounds

has been determined as described in section 3.4. f,

1:

f.
1-.
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3.2. Apparatus and experimental procedure to study reactions induced

by very-low-energy electrons

Electron-induced reactions have been studied in an "Intermediate
-4

vacuum" (p s* 10 Torr) system, schematically represented in fig. 2.

It consists of a vacuum chamber, pumped by an oil diffusion pump. Two

different gases can be introduced simultaneously via th<? double inlet

system. The background pressure is checked by an ionisation gauge.

During the reaction, pressure is measured with a thermoelectric mano-

meter. Inside the reaction chamber a filament holder is mounted, in

which the filament, used as a source of thermal electrons, can be pla-

ced. Filament temperatures are measured through a sapphire window, by

means of an optical pyrometer (Micropyrometer 2967 - Pyrowerk GmbH -

o

fig. 2. Schematic cross section of the vacuum system,
I : ionisaHon gauge head (VIG 20), f : filament,
t : thermoelectric manometer (Riber JTC 6C), w : sapphire window,
r : roughing pump (Edwards EDM 12), E01 : Oil diffusion pump
1 : Edwards speedivalve SC25, (Edwards E01),
2,3 : stainless steel valves (Nupro), fitted to the vacuum system by

k" Swagelock couplings,
4,5 : needle valves (Whitey).
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Hannover). The pyrometer scale has been corrected according to the

method of Page and Goode [8],

During the reactions, valve 1 was closed, and the reaction chamber

was pumped through the bypass, cooled to liquid nitrogen temperature.

Most' of the products could be condensed in the bypass, which was re-

moved from the apparatus after the experiment, with valves 2 and 3

closed. The condensed sample was then heated, and, by means of a gas

inlet valve, introduced into the carrier flow of the gas-liquid

chromatograph/mass spectrometer combination, described in section

3.1. Contrary to the analysis of section 3.1 volatile compounds

(less than three chlorines) could be analysed also, because the

sample remained in a closed system.

The compounds, used in the reaction, have been obtained from Du-

pont (CFC13, 99.9%, and CF2C12, 99.6%), Baker (CC14, 99.5%) and Air

liquide (C-H., 99.9%). The experiments have been performed at various
-2 -1

pressures between 10 and 10 Torr, during at least ten minutes.

3.3. The influence of the filament temperature

Since the filament was mounted inside the reaction chamber, it was

necessary to establish, whether the radicals were formed by dissocia-

tive electron capture, or by thermal dissociation upon adsorption.

Negative ion formation near hot filaments has been extensively studied

in the magnetron [8,9], but this type of experiment only yields a

total negative ion current. It is not clear whether, and to what ex-

tent, the dissociative attachment process is accompanied by thermal

dissociation processes yielding only neutral fragments. To exclude any

contribution from thermal effects, reactions in CC1, have been studied

with filaments of different work function. The lower the work function,

the larger the electron density near the filament at a given tempera-

ture. The work functions of a Re and of a W filament were checked by

plotting the logarithm of the emission current against the reciprocal

filament temperature, as described in ref. [8]. They were found to

agree with reported values (5.0 +_ 0.1 eV for Re and 4.6 +_ 0.1 eV for W

[9]). When reactions were studied with a Re filament, no products were
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found at temperatures below 1900 K. When, however, a W filament was

used, product formation started at 1700 K, and at 1900 K similar res-

ults were obtained as with Re at 2200 K. A similar relationship has

been reported for negative ion formation [9].

All experiments described in section 5 have been performed with a W

filament at 1800 K, unless otherwise stated. At this temperature, the

energy distribution of electrons near the filament has a maximum near

170 meV and a full width at half maximum of about 375 meV.

3.4. Measurement of the relative abundances of products

The relative abundances of the products from both experiments have

been determined by comparing the integrated FID signals. For hydrocar-

bons the response of the FID is nearly proportional to the number of

carbon atoms, but it is known that halogen substitution reduces this

response [38]. The sensitivity of an FID for a given compound can be

defined in terms of an effective carbon number, ff [38]. For compounds
G

which were available and which are solid or liquid at room temperature

N has been determined by injecting binary mixtures in the gas-liquid
G

table 4. Effective carbon numbers (Nc) for
selected chlorofluorocarbons.

this work other calcu-

cci4

CFC13

C F2 C 12
C2C16
C2FC15

C2F2C14
C2F3C13

C2 F4 C 14
c2ci4

used

0.50

0.40

0.27

1.1

1.0e)

0.9e)

0.8

0.7e>

1.4

exp.b)

0

0

1

0

1

.50

.40

.1

.8f>

.4

exp

r0.

i-o.
0.

0.

2.

c)

48
52
39

27

25

latedd)

0.52

0.39

0.26

1.28

1.15

1.02

0.89

0.76

2.10

a) Used for correcting the
measurements (tables 5,6)

b) Based on 0.50 for CC1,.
c) Refs [38,39].
d) Contributions to No:

c
c
Cl
Cl
F
F

(C=C)

on C=C

on C=C

1.00
0.95

-0.12
+0.05
-0.25

9

L38J
[38]

[38,39]
[38]
[39]

e) By interpolation bet-
ween the measured val-
ues for CJC\, and
C2F3C13.

 Z 6

f) l,l,2-trichloro-l,2,2-
trifluoroethane.

g) Same value as for

c2ci4.
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chromatograph. The results have been summarized in table 4, together

with some literature data [38,39].

Values, not determined by the mixture method, may be found using em-

pirical values for the contribution of each atom to N . Because the

actual response depends on the operating conditions of the FID, extra-

polation of our own experimental values has been preferred. Comparison

with the calculated values (table 4) shows that the N values, used
G

for the alifatic chlorofluorocarbons, can be considered reasonably accu-

ate. The measured value for the unsaturated compound C?C1, is at vari-

ance with literature data, which makes the estimated value for C?FC1_

somewhat uncertain. This does not affect the primarely qualitative

conclusions drawn from the results, however.

The resuLts of the measurements described in sections 4 and 5 have

been corrected using the effective carbon numbers listed in the first

column of table 4. All results are presented (tables 5 and 6) in units

proportional to the number of carbon atoms and, hence, to the molar

amount of starting material converted to products.

table 5. Products from the discharge in CFCI3.

products

CFC13
C)

C2F2Cl4
d)

C2FC15

cci4

C2F3C13

C2C16

. . a)
abundance

1000

180

160

110

110

35

minor products

C3F5C13, C3F4C14, C3F3C15,

C3F2C16, C3FC1?

C2FC13, C2C14

C3F2C14, C3FC15

C4F2C16
C5F2C16' C5FC17

a) Proportional to the molar amount of starting material converted.
b) Relative abundance 30 (=3% of starting material) or lower.
c) Starting material.
d) C2F2Cli( could be separated into its two isomers on a 40 m cap-

illairy culumn, not interfaced to the mass spectrometer. The
lower boiling isomer is about two times as abundant as the
higher boiling one. Ref. [37] states that CF2C1-CC13 is the
lower boiling isomer.
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4. Products from an rf-discharge in CFCl,

CFCl, was subjected to an rf-discharge to study whether, despite of

the wide range of electron energies available under these conditions

(see e.g- ref [17]), there would be some preference for the high cross

section process: e + CFCl,—> Cl + CFC1_. After all, the distribution

of electron energies in a discharge is known to be closely Maxwelli&n

[17], so relatively many electrons of low energy are available.

In table 5 the products are listed, together with their relative

abundances. It is obvious, that no preference exists for products, that

can be formed by reactions following dissociative attachment. There are

many products with more than one fluorine atom on one carbon atom, which

indicates that further fragmentation, as is observed upon ionization,

occurs.

5. Products from reactions induced- by thermal electrons

In table 6 the products and starting compounds of the various react-

ions studied have been summarized. Below, the various processes are

discussed. Throughout this paper, equations for dissociative attach-

ment processes are indicated by numbers, equations for subsequent

reactions are indicated by letters.

5.1. Reactions in CCl.

When thermal electrons collide with CCl,, the following reactions are

known to occur (see section 2.2).

e(OeV) + CCl, CCl* + Cl

ci
(1)

(2)

• Cl" + CC13~ (3)

The radical products formed in (1) and (2) can react according to:
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+ CClj
CClj

cci2

cci2

cci2

cci3

cci2

cci4

C2 C 16

C2 C 14
c2ci4

ci*

ci

AHr=3.0

AH =0.0r
AHf=1.4

AHr=3.4

AH =0.2

eV

eV

eV

eV

eV

(A)

(B)

(C)

(D)

(E)

Under our experimental conditions the mean free path in the reaction

chamber is in the mm range. So it is not very probable that a radical

collides with another radical before it reaches the wall, the ra-

dius of the chamber being see only about 15 mm. The wall might play an

important role in the observed reactions. It can effectively take away

the heat of reaction that is liberated in reactions like (A).

The mentioned reaction enthalpies (£H ) have been calculated using

the heats of formation ( Hf) of the various compounds, which have been

tabulated in tables 8 and 9. The radical-molecule reactions (B) and (E)

have near zero enthalpies and are expected to be of no importance,

since they probably also have some activation energy. So for the form-

ation of C.C1, reaction (A) is dominant. The low abundance of CC1_

compared with CC1" (see section 2.2) makes reaction (D) less probable,

which leaves (C) as the mechanism for CJC1, formation.

The products observed in this work contradict the results of Gaines

table 6. Composition of the product mixtures from reactions initiated by
thermal electrons (in % a ' ) .

!-•-

starting
materials CC14

products

CFC1

cci4

cci4
c>

CFC13

CF 2C1 2

CFC13+CC14

CF2C12+CC14

90

90

37

50

b)

b)

77

40

96

43

6

4

2

1

10

23

5

5C

4

6

3

1

a) Proportional to the molar amount of starting material converted.
b) CFCI3 formed during the reaction has been neglected, see section 5.3.
c) T=2200 K instead of 1800 K. d) The asymetric compound CF2C1-CC13.

I
1
i
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t
i

et al. [18], where it is supposed that CCl", CC13 and Cl are the ne-

gative ions formed when thermal electrons collide with CCl,. Since

in their magnetron no positive identification of the fragments was

possible we think our results to be the more reliable.

5.2,Reactions in CFCl~

When the impact of very-low-energy electrons on CFCl, is considered,

the only proces observed is:

e(OeV) + CFCl, Cl

The CFCl* radicals can react via

^ + CFCI2 > CF2F2C14

(4)

(F)

This leads to the observed productt

Reactions of the types (B) and (E) will not be discussed in this and

the following sections for the reasons outlined in section 5.1.

5.3*Mixtures of CCl, and CFCI?

When CCl, and CFCl, are mixed, apart from the abovementioned mecha-

nisms the following reactions occur:

CClj +
CC12 +

C2FC15

Cl.

(G)

(H)

These mechanisms account for the "cross products" observed in the ex-

periments. It is impossible to give accurate reaction enthalpies for

reactions (F-H) since the AH^ values for the chloro-fluoro ethenes and

ethanes are not known to the authors.

k

5.4 Reactions in Jll~

Here the mechanism for radical formation is

-* CF2C1. Cl (5)

The radicals formed in this way react via:
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CF2CI* + CF 2 CI . — * C 2 F 4 C I 2 (i) ;

The relatively low product concentration might be explained by the |

fact that the cross section for electron capture by CF 2C1 2 is much If

smaller than for CCl, and CFC1- [7] and, moreover, the maximum occurs •• ' */

at 0.7 eV, far* above the maximum of the energy distribution of elec-

I trons near the filament (see refs [1,2]).

I j - f;j
£ 5.5 Mixtures of CCl. and CF9<7ZQ < k'
r 4 * 6 I HI
t • i • I
| Apart from the products described in the section on CCl,, only one other j li
I product is present, which must have been formed via ' |f

\ CF.CI" + cci; —yc9F0ci, (j) [ I
I 2 3 2 2 4 ^ * I

This is explained by assuming that the high CCll concentration makes ; ['

reaction (I) less probably than reaction (J). Another possible reac- '; ;

tion, that between CF-Cl* and CCl is not observed either for similar I j

reasons as given above. •;

5.6 The formation of CFCl? during CCl. experiments : i

- i

It is a known property of halogen atoms and molecules that they are |

easily adsorbed on a metal wall. For this reason no Cl 2 was observed ] :

in the product mixtures. Here also the explanation must be sought for j !

the generation of CFC1- during experiments with pure CCl,: Our first 1

experiments were performed with CFC1. and ever since there seems to have \ ]

been a layer of fluorine on the wall of the reaction chamber. When .4

CCI, was introduced in later experiments the large CCll concentration ;4 1

'. leads to an observable amount of F-abstraction from the walls via: -if (

;• F(wall) + CCi; — > CFC1_ (K) i :
3 3 n \

The so formed CFC1- can follow the reactions of section 5.2 and then $ L

also those of 5.3, which lead to "cross products" with CCl,. All pro- •$ \

ducts have indeed been observed but in amounts varying from experiment v§ \

to experiment, probably due to slightly different reaction conditions. 'M ]

For this reason we have omitted them in table 6. '!§ ;

"% j

•I I
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5.7 Mixtures of C2H4 and C&4

,-' fc:-.

Addition of CC1I radicals to fluorinated olefines was already perfor-

med by Tedder and Walton [19]. A similar reaction, with CF-Cl* radicals

has been studied by Leyland et al. [20], who observed the addition to be

reversible. When the olefine contained hydrogen besides the fluorine,

disproportionation reactions were found to occur.

In our experimental CC1, - CoHA mixture, which has been analysed

after reaction, a peak could be observed in the gas-liquid chromatogram,

which had a shape typical for a compound dissociating on the column. It

is supposed that this was due to the dissociating addition product radi-

cal. This is backed by the observation of a low quantity of CHClo in

the reaction mixture by mass analysis. This CHC1, might be a dispropor-

tionation product of the type described by Leyland et al. [20].

6. Comparison with IR laser induced dissociation

In table T the products found in the electron impact experiments of

section 5 are compared with the results of dissociation, induced by laser

multi-photon absorption of CFgCl, and CF-C1. (refs. [21-23]). Two types

of laser experiments can be discerned: High pressure work (10-100 Torr)

[21,22], with analysis of the reaction products and low pressure work

[23,24] (5-100 mTorr) in which the fragments are observed directly by mass

analysis. For low pressure work we only have taken values from [23], sin-

ce these results are compatible with those of ref [24] and with all other

low pressure data from refs cited in [24].

It is clear that the precursors of the products in our study are the

same radicals as those observed in ref [23], where, under the same pressu-

re conditions, no time is available for the radicals to react.

The results from the high pressure experiments [21,22] differ large-

ly from ours. There are, however, some experimental differences which

may be the cause of these discrepancies.

First of all an important difference is found in the temperature at

which the reactions occur. In our experiment the gas is at room tempera-

ture, but in the laser experiment the target gas is heated considerably.
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table 7. Comparison of electron-impact and laser induced dissociation
of CF2C12 and CECly

starting
material

this work,
electron imp.

high pressure,
laser [21,22]

low pressure,
laser [23]

C2F4C12 ,, CF3C1 [21]

CFC1, CF2=CC12,CFC1=CFC1 [22] CFC^.Cl

a) Minor products, less than 4% of other products.

This is due to molecules which have absorbed an insufficient number of la-

ser quanta to fully dissociate. This temperature difference may lead to

other reaction products from the same initial radicals.

In the second place the difference in pressure is important. As

stated in section 5.1, the mean free path in the apparatus is in the mm

range. Under the much higher pressure conditions of refs [21,22] the mean

free path is in the um range, and collissions with molecules and other ra-

dicals will be dominant over those with the walls. This could be important

for energy redistribution in moleculesformed with a high internal ener-

gy-

The products of high pressure experiments with CF2C1_ do not inclu-

de only the dimer C2F,C12 but also CF3C1, which is not observed in our

experiment. Hill et al. [21] explain the CF3C1 by assuming a "triplet

collision complex", which rearranges via

CF2C1. (C1F2C CF2C1)
3CFC1

Under our experimental conditions mort reactions probably occur on the

wall, and the spin state of a "collision complex" is coupled to the spins

in the metal.

For CFC13 the differences are even more striking.

Dever and Grilnwald [22] obtain none of the products we observed in sec-

tion 5. To explain their products, the authors of ref [22] assume disso-

ciation of CFC13 in CFC1 and Cl2 fragments. As can be seen in table 7,

the data from ref [23] contradict this assumption. To our opinion the

observation of different products in reaction mixtures where the same in-

itial radicals have been present, might have two explanations. On the

one hand it has already been mentioned in ref [23], that the method of

I-
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analysis used in ref [22] might be in error. It is reasonable to assume

that mass spectra are more reliable than ir. spectra of product-mixtures

to identify compounds. On the other hand the ethenes observed in ref [22]

might result from saturated products which, due to the high reaction tem-

perature, have eliminated C1-* The basic step in this mechanism still

must have been reaction F of section 5.

It is remarked that the cold electron impact experiments are found to

be more selective for these molecules, because only one product is obser-

ved. So electron impact experiments as described in section 5 are more

adequate to study thermal radical reactions than the above mentioned IR

laser experiments.

7. Thermochemical considerations

*
7.1. Heats of formation.; introduction

The values for the heats of formation which have been used to calculate

the AH values in section 5, are given in tables 8 and 9. Those in table

8 have mainly been- taken from the compilations in refs [25,26], while in

table 9 values from refs [16, 27-32] are compared. This is done because

for the halocarbenes the mean values of refs [25,26] contradict the re-

sults of the low-ener,:y electron-impact experiments, which makes a fur-

ther analysis of the original data necessary. About the values for the

compounds in table 8 there is general agreement in the literature, so it

is sufficient to give the mean values from a number of almost equal ex-

perimental results.

To our opinion the reason for the discrepancies in the AHf values

for the halocarbenes must be sought in the method by which they have

been determined. As an example, the difference between the values for

AHf (CFC1) in ref. [16] and ref. [30] will be discussed.

The method of measurement was in both cases basically electron im-

pact in a mass spectrometer, followed by detection of CFC1 . The appea-

rance potential of CFCl was then used to calculate AHf (CFC1 ) and, in

combination with a literature value for the ionisation potential I(CFCl)

the heat of formation of CFCl was calculated. The observed difference

•f.

¥'•

V.

4 I
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\

table 8. Heats of formation (AHf , in eV)

a) ref. [25]. b) ref. [26]. c) ref. [16].

could be traced back to three possible sources.

(i) The fragments of the dissociation process can have an (unknown)

amount of kinetic or internal energy. However, in the case of CFC1 both

groups have studied the same dissociation, so no relative errors are ex-

pected for this reason. Of course absolute errors can result from this

unknown excess energy.

(ii) A serious error is introduced by a difference in opinion about which

process is responsible for the threshold formation of CFC1 . De Corpo

et al. [16] assume that

e + CFC1. CFC1 + Cl2+2e

is the threshold process, while Syrvatka et al. [30] consider

e + CFC1, CFC1 + 2Cl"+2e

(6)

(7)

as the more probable mechanism. This amounts to a difference of 2xAHf(Cl*)

- 2.52 eV in the AHf values of CFC1.

(iii) That the encountered difference does not fully amount to 2.5 eV is

explained by the use of different values for the heats of formation of the

other molecules, which are used in the calculations. Many other minor

differences in AH^ values can be traced back to the use of different lit-

terature values in the calculations (e.g. CF-, table 9).

7.2. Heats of formation using low-energy electron impact

In order to obtain more conclusive information concerning the heats of

formation of halocarbenes, some data from this work, ref [l] and ref [2]

have been used.

t
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In CFC1- it is found that the process

e+ CFC1, CFC1 + Cl, (8)

already starts atO.6eV electron energy [2]. This can be used to calcu-

late a value for AHf(CFCl) = 0.2 _+ 0.3 eV, which has been added to table

9. In this experiments no doubt can exist about the dissociation mecha-

nism, since it is ClI which is detected. As described in the last sec-

tion it was the uncertainty about the fragments in reactions (6) of (7)

which lead to large errors.

For e + CC14 — * CC12 + Cl2 (9)

the threshold was found near 0 eV. (see also section 2.2 and section

5.1). A calculation of AHf(CCl2) with 0 + 0.3 eV as a threshold leads

to AHf(CCl2) = 1.6 _+ 0.3 eV. Although lower than all other reported

values this must be considered an jipper limit.

For the process e + CF2C12 -> CF2 + Cl2 (10)

Only one experimental result is available. Illenberger et al. [2]

give a value of 0.2 _+ 0.1 eV, but the existence of the process could

not be confirmed in our work. Accepting their value of the appearance

potential of 0.2+0.3 eV leads to a value for AHf(CF2) = -2.2 + 0.3 eV.

It is stressed once again that all values presented here are upper

limits, because the kinetic energies of the fragments at the threshold

for negative ion formation are not known. This although they may be

lower than other values from positive ionisation experiments. The

lower energy of the electrons probably leads to a lower kinetic energy

or internal energy of the fragments of the negative ionisation process

compared with the positive one.

table 9. Heats of formation (AHf) of CF2, CFC1 and CC12 (eV).

[28] [29] [31] [32] [16] [30] [27] this work'a)

CF,

CFC1

CC1O

-1.6 -1.43 -2.01 -2.37

-0.23

2.33

2.08 0

2

.5

.0 2.5

- 2

0

1

.2+0.

.2+0.

.6+0.

3 b)

3 b )

3

a) The values must be considered as upper limits, see section 7.2.
b) Calculated using data from ref. [2].
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?.3. Bond dissociation energies.

The values for the AHf values of the halocarbenes, which are pre-

sented above, have been used to calculate new values for CX2-F and CX2-CI

bond dissociation energies. CX2 is used to denote CF2> CFC1 or CC12.

For these calculations the formula

D(CX2-Y) = AHf(CX2) + AHf(Y) - AHf(CX2"Y) (L)

has been used. In table 10 these values are given together with those

measured by Dispert and Lacmann [10]. The last columns of both sections

of table 10 contain information on the differences between D(CX2~F) and

D(CX2-C1). It is apparent that these differences, calculated from ref.

[10] vary from 0.3 to 2 eV. In this work, however, a regular increase

from 1.3 to 1.5 eV found. The same type of relation can be derived from

Egger and Cocks [33] for the differences in the bondstrengths D(CX.,-F)

-D(CX3~C1). These are found to increase from 1.4(CX3=CC1_) to 1.9 eV

(CX3=CF3).

There are two possible explanations for the fact that the bond

strength values, reported by Dispert and Laemann [10], are generally too

high.

(i) It is possible that the potassium ion as a non-zero rest energy at

the threshold for negative ion formation, a possibility which is not re-

cognized by the authors of ref. [lOl.

(ii) As mentioned in section 2, the negative ion states are probably

table 10. Bond dissociation energies (eV).

CF2
CFC1

cci2

F

3.

3.

3.

5

9

4

this work

Cl

2.0

2.5

2.1

F-Cla)

1.5

1.4

1.3

F

4.

3.

4.

ref

8

9

7

. [10]

Cl

2.8

3.6

3.7

F-Cla)

2.0 ;;

0.3 ;

1.0

P.

"t1

a) Difference in the bond dissociation energies, D (CX2~F) - D (CX2-C1) ,
see also section 7.3.

'••&
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disturbed by the presence of the potassium ion. It is possible that

these states shift towards higher energies by this effect and that,

hence, the fragments are formed with a higher kinetic energy than in an

electron impact experiment.

8. Conclusion

The capture, by molecules, of electrons with a specific, low, energy

leads to specific fragments, which can react to certain products. The

selective product formation which can be obtained in this way is usually

not found in reactions induced by high-energy electrons or by photons.

Reactions following dissociative attachment processes which have a

large cross section for thermal electrons can be studied using a hot

filament as an electron source. This method appears to be very useful,

because in an electron beam apparatus currents in the pA range would

be required to yield a reasonable amount of product. Due to space char-

ge problems, such currents cannot be obtained for very low electron

energies.

Radical reactions following electron impact are known to be impor-

tant for processes in the atmospheric environment. The destructive

effect of high-energy radiation is also mainly due to secondary elec-

trons of low energy. Furthermore, Gregory [34] has explained that the

toxicity of halomethanes could be due to electron capture, followed

by coupling of radicals (e.g CC1_) to active sites of enzymes. Adequate

model compounds should be studied to discover the mechanism of such

processes. A first step in this direction could be made using an elec-

tron impact apparatus as used in this study.
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CHAPTER IV

ELECTRONIC EXCITATION (5-9 eV) IN
ETHYLENE AND SOME HALOETHYLENES*

Electron excitation and resonance processes have been studied
in ethylene, fluoroethylene, 1,1-difluoroethylene and chloro-
trifluoroethylene. Singlet and triplet levels of the first
Rydberg state can be resolved in the threshold spectrum, due
to resonance excitation and the improved energy resolution. :-
Vibronic structure is reported in the transition to the &2g
state in ethylene. Some optically forbidden valence shell
transitions have been discovered around 8.5 eV in 1,1-diflu-
oroethylene and chlorotrifluoroethylene.

1. Introduction

In this chapter, threshold electron-impact excitation spectra of

ethylene (E), fluoroethylene (FE), 1,1-difluoroethylene (l.l-F^) and

chlorotrifluoroethylene (C1F_E) are compared with energy-loss [1,2] and

optical spectr.a [3,4]. Due to resonance excitation, the first Rydberg

state is very intense in the threshold spectrum. We have been able to

locate the 0-0 transition to this state in C1F_E, which is not resolved

in energy-loss and optical spectra. Furthermore, transitions in the 7-9

eV region, which can only be observed at or just above threshold, have

been studied in E and its derivatives. The existence of a singlet-

triplet transition, which has been reported by Coggiola et al. at 6.4

eV in FE [l], cannot be confirmed.

The measurements have been performed on the spectrometer described

in chapter II. The better energy resolution, obtained with the slit,

allows for a more detailed analysis of the threshold spectrum of E,

compared to a spectrum measured previously on the same spectrometer

It Submitted for publication in Chemical Physics. Parts of the submitted
paper have been omitted in the text presented here, because a more
comprehensive discussion of electron-impact spectroscopy and of the
apparatus can be found in chapters I and II of this thesis.
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without the slit [5].

The gas samples (stated purity >99%) were obtained from Matheson.

The compounds were used without further purification.

2. Results and discussion

For FE, a threshold electron-impact spectrum as well as an electron

transmission spectrum are shown, in figs 1 and 2 respectively. For all

compounds studied, electron impact excitation spectra have been recorded

at several residual electron energies. These are shown in figs 3-6. Re-

sults from all spectra have been summarized in tables 1-5. Data from

energy-loss spectra [1] (25-40 eV impact energy) and light absorption

spectra [3,4] of the fluoro compounds have been included for comparison.

In section 2.1., the results of this study are compared with those of

previous threshold electron impact studies. In the following sections,

the results of this study are discussed. The discussion has been arrang-

ed by phenomenon rather than by compound. This work has concentrated on

some phenomena that have been observed in all compounds: the core-excit-

ed Feshbach resonance associated with the first Rydberg state (sect. 2.4.),

excitation of this Rydberg state, which is strongly enhanced by the re-

sonance (sect. 2.5.) and optically forbidden transitions in the 7-9 eV

range (sees 2.6.,2.7.), especially the transition to the B. state

in E, discussed in section 2.6.

j!

2.1. Previous threshold electron impact studies

A threshold electron-impact excitation spectrum of E, recorded with

less energy resolution on the spectrometer also used in this research,

has been presented by van Veen [5]. Due to the better energy resolution,

obtained by the introduction of the slit, there are some differences

between our threshold spectrum and van Veen's, especially in the 6-8 eV

range (table 2). We will confine our discussion of the threshold spec-

trum to these differences. A full discussion of the threshold spectrum

of E, as well as a comparison with data from other techniques, can be

found in ref. [5].

3|
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I.

1

total cross
section (au)

I.
Threshold
electron-
impact
excitation
spectitan.

H

W=0.0V

7 9
accelerating voltage (V)

11

table 1. Fluoroethylene (FE): experimental exc i ta t ion energies (eV).

t h i s research [6]

TE/TWM
t r a n s m i s -
sion (dips) SF6

tl] [3]
energy-
loss optical

shape resonance

triplet state ?

core-excited res.

» » t » > » * '
b)

1 3
ir-*3s/ n-»-3s+v

s

, , +3y.

1.9
4.5

6.46
6.65
6.85
7.04
7.20
7.36

a)
a)
c)
c)
c)
c)

7.55
d)

c)

1T-HT* 7.5

maximum 9.9

ionizat ion potential ~10.3

1.76

6.46
6.64
6.87
7.08
7.27
7.46
7.65

no
H

i
rt
O

en

1.5

4.4

7.2

9.6

4.40
6.4

7.02
(vert.)

7.50

6
7
7

7

7

10

.98

.17

.35

.53

.45

.37 [13]

a) Decay of this resonance into the TT-MT* state, b) us, C-C stretch,
c) Excited via core-excited resonance. d) Not observed at threshold,
e) Ref. [10], electron transmission, centre.
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A threshold electron-impact excitation spectrum for FE, obtained by

the SF, scavenger technique, has been reported by O'Malley and Jennings
o

[6]. It should be kept in mind, however, that this spectrum is probably

not a true threshold spectrum. This follows, for instance, from a ni-

trogen spectrum, presented by the same authors, were the 2n resonance,

which is not visible in the threshold spectrum [7], is quite intense.

So scattered electrons with energies up to a few hundreds of meV seem

to be collected. O'Malley and Jennings also report excitation energies

for N_ that are 0.2-0.3 eV too low [6,7]. The same appears to apply to

their values forFE (table 1).

The C1F-E data is compared to data from a dissociative attachment

study [8] (table 5). Unfortunately this study was limited to negative

ion formation at very low impact energies (up to 2 eV). For 1,1-F_E it

has been reported that dissociative attachment does not occur at all [9].

2.2. Shape resonance and first triplet state

As in E [5], a shape resonance, formed by trapping an electron in the

IT* orbital, occurs around 2 eV in the fluoro compounds. In threshold

spectra, the resonance is observed as a broad peak, caused by its decay

into vibrationally excited levels of the ground state. In C1F»E format-

ion of Cl is knoim to be another decay channel [8]. The resonance peaks

are not shown in our threshold spectra (figs 1,5,6), because their shapes

and intensities are very sensitive to the precise value of the well depth.

In transmission spectra the shape resonances are observed as broad dips

(fig. 2, see also ref. [10]).

The 3IT-HT* transitions have been found at energies, which are in agree-

ment with data from variable-angle energy-loss spectroscopy [1] (tables

1,4,5). The maximum in C1F_E is at 4.2 eV in the threshold spectrum, but

at 4.5 eV for higher impact energies. Perhaps the peakshape is disturbed

by a resonance at threshold.

2.3. Triplet excitation at 6.4 eV in fluoroethylene (FE) ?

Because for FS a weak singlet-triplet transition has been reported at
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6.4 eV in an energy-loss study at 25 eV impact energy [l],and since such

a transition would be expected to be more prominent at sill lower energ-

ies, the 6-7 eV region has been carefully studied for this compound (fig*

3). At threshold, resonance excitation is observed in this energy range

(to be discussed in sect. 2.4.), but from 0.3 eV above threshold on, no

excitation can be found at 6.4 eV. Our measurements have not been exten-

ded to well depths of more than 3 V, because for these well depths the

energy resolution of TWM becomes too bad to determine with certainty

that such a weak transition is absent. Since there is clearly no direct

excitation at an energy loss of 6.4 eV for impact energies between 6.5

and 9.5 eV, the existence of a singlet-triplet transition at 6.4 eV is

doubtful. It is unlikely that such a transition would have no intensity

at these impact energies, but gain intensity at 25 eV impact energy.

2.4. Core-excited Feshbach resonance

Many molecules exhibit so called core-excited Feshbach resonances. In

these negative ion states a Rydberg orbital is doubly occupied. Such a

state usually lies about 0.5 eV below the neutral excited state from which

it is derived (its parent) [11,12]. These resonances are often rather

sharp and give rise to well resolved vibrational structure in electron

transmission spectra. Because electrons in Rydberg orbitals do not in-

fluence bond strengths very much, vibrational energies are about the same

as in parent and grand parent (positive ion) states.

Transmission spectra have been studied for all compounds, but only

those of E and FE show reproducible structure due to a Feshbach resonance

associated with the TT-KJS Rydberg state (sect. 2.4.1.) The non-observation

of such a Feshbach resonance in transmission spectra for 1,1-F_E and

C1F«E is parallelled by a more diffuse character of the parent states in

optical [3,4] and electron-impact excitation spectra (fig. 4). Informat-

ion about these respnances can be obtained, however, from their decay

into excited states of the neutral molecule. It will be shown in section

2.4.2. that the prominence of the ir-KJs transition in the threshold elect-

ron impact spectra of E and its derivatives is due to resonance excitation.
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2.4.1. Transmission spectra
2

In E the B, Feshbach resonance, associated withe the B_ Rydberg

state was first observed in a transmission spectrum by Sanche and Schulz

[11]. These authors report a progression of five vibrational levels,

starting at 6.60 eV and with a mean spacing of 165 meV. These values

have been reproduced in a transmission spectrum, recorded in this re-

search, showing seven vibrational levels.

fig. 2.
Derivative of transmitted
current.

1 3 5 7
«lectran energy (eV)

In FE we have also been able to observe a core- excited resonance,

about half an eV below the first singlet Rydberg, in the electron trans-

mission spectrum (fig.2). Here the resonance forms a progression of dips,

remotely resembling the core-excited resonance in E [11]. Contrary to

what is observed in the transmission spectrum of E, the transition from

the neutral ground state to this negative ion state seems rather non-

vertical in FE. The non-vertical character appears to be more pronounc-

ed than in the transitions to the Rydberg state and to the ground state

of the positive ion, which are observed in optical or electron-impact

excitation spectra [1,3] and in photo-electron spectra [13] respectively.

This is in contradiction to the expected similarity between a core-

excited resonance and its parent and grandparent states [11,12]. It

should be remembered, however, that shape and intensity of structures

in a transmission spectrum are strongly dependent on apparatus paramet-

ers [14], so it is very difficult to derive quantitative conclusions

about Frank-Condon factors from the spectrum. Vibrational splitting
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ti

seems rather irregular, among other things because it Is difficult to

locate the centre of a level in such a transmission spectrum. The split-

ting between the best resolved dips is 0.19 eV. The same splitting is

observed between the first two levels in the threshold spectrum (pure

resonance excitation, see below). A 0.19 eV C-C stretching vibration is

also found in parent and grandparent states [3,13], indicating a closer

relationship among the three generations than would appear from the int-

ensity distribution in the transmission spectrum.

2.4.2. Excitation spectra

In the threshold spectrum for E we find three small features, at 6.60,

6.78 and 6.95 eV, just below the strong Rydberg levels at 7.12, 1.29 and

7.44 eV. Van Veen has found similar features at 6.66 and 6.82 eV, and
2

assigned them to vibrational levels of the B_ core-excited resonance,

decaying either into vibrational levels of the 1ir->ir* state ( the first

level is near 5.5 eV) or, less probably, into very high vibrational levels

of 3IT-HT* [5]. We follow van Veen's assignment, which is in agreement

with data from a transmission experiment [11], cited above. In fig. 3

it is shown that the resonance features as well as the peaks due to

Rydberg excitation shift towards lower values along the V -axis when
a

the well depth is increased, (see also ch. IIC, sect. 3.). So all

features observed between 6.5 and 7.5 eV appear to be members of just

one single vibrational progression of resonance excitation.

When the well depth is increased further, the Rydberg levels disapp-

ear, and a new maximum is observed at 7.6 eV. This maximum is due to the

i-ir-nr* valence transition, which is the prominent feature in energy-loss

spectra at a few tens of eV impact energy [2,15].

So the large intensity of the ir-»-3s Rydberg excitation in the threshold

spectrum iscaused by resonance excitation via the core-excited Feshbach

resonance. The intensity of this Rydberg excitation is much higher than

the intensity of valence excitation via the same resonance, so it clearly

prefers decay into its parent.

The transition between the Feshbach state and the 1ir-»-3s Rydberg state

requires a change in vibrational quantum number by three units (Au=3).

Gresteau et al. [16] have pointed out that Au>l transitions between a

core-excited Feshbach resonance and its parent state would be forbidden
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table 2.
Ethylene (E): low-energy electron-
impact excitation energies (eV).

a)resonance

2 3 u M

3u+2°2
lnv3s,IB3u

d)

,B3u+y2

*K2°l e)
n>3p , B,

1 y f ) l g
B, +Vt}

Ig
3R1

3R'+P2

this
research
TE/TWM

6.

6.

6.

7.

7,

7.

7.

60

78

95

12

,29

,44

.6

7.83

7.94

8

8

.24

.43

[5]
TE

5.7

6.66

(6.82)

7.12

7.29

7.44

7.83

8.24

(8.43)

a) From the excitation function of
3n-Mi*,3Biu» shown to be spuri-
ous [28].

b) Core-excited resonance, decay-
ing into the n>n* state.

c) 02t C-C stretch.
d) Excited via 2B3U.
e) Not observed at threshold.
f) See text.

if the shapes of the potential curves of both states were exactly

identical, in other words, if the statement that electrons in Rydberg

orbitals do not influence nuclear motions were absolute. It has been

shown that Gresteau's model can be used to explain the decay properties

of higher Feshbach resonances in diatomic molecules [16]. It is clear,

from the results presented in this paper, that the abovementioned model

does not hold for the lowest Feshbach resonance in ethylene. The rela-

tive intensities of Rydbcrg and valence decay channels indicate that

differences in electronic configuration are here a more important fac-

tor than poor overlap between nuclear wave functions in electronically

similar states. Frank-Condon overlap between Feshbach and valence states

appears to be favourable around 6.6 eV, as can be seen in the W=1.0 V TWM

spectrum (fig. 3). Here excitation via higher levels of the resonance is

still observed at 6.6 eV, but no trace of lower levels can be found below

this feature. We want to stress that the 6.6 eV feature can be explained

by resonance excitation of a H-MI* state, and that, it is probably not re-
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lated to the mystery band, observed in high-energy impact experiments,

(see e.g. ref. [17] for a survey)

The description, given above for E, is also valid for the other com-

pounds. As shown in figs 3,4, the threshold spectrum is characterized by

a vibrational progression of resonance excitation, the first members of

low intensity, probably decaying into vibrational levels of the TT-»-IT*

states, the higher members of high intensity, decaying into the IH-3S

Rydberg. By its preference for the Rydberg decay channel, the resonance

is seen to be a core-excited Feshbach resonance, associated with this

state. This resonance has also been identified by electron transmission

in FE (section 2.4.1.).

In FE and 1,1-F^E the resonances are 0.52 eV below their parents

(tables 1,4). This is in good agreement with the values observed in E

(table 2), as well as in a wide variety of other molecules [11,12]. In

C1F-E no discrete features can be observed below the Rydberg excitation,

probably because the energy of the resonance is below the onset of the
1it-nr* band.

total cross
sectiorrla u)

fig* 3.
Electron-impact
excitation
spectra.
Loner three
curves: TE.
Upper tuo
curves: TWM.

W=0.1V

W=0.0V

6 7 8
accelerating voltage (V)
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2.5. The first Rydberg state

The ln-*3s transition has been identified in optical absorption spectra

for all compounds. In E and FE [3,17} it is observed as a sharp vibrat-

ional progression, but in 1,1-F E [3] the progression is rather diffuse,

and in C1F.E [4] vibrational structure has not been resolved. In electron

impact spectra at 25-40 eV impact energy the Rydberg transition is weak

compared to the *ir-*ir* valence transition, which is in the same energy

region, and vibrational structure has only been resolved for E [1,2,15].

The corresponding triplet state has not been observed by any technique.

It has been shown in section 2.4. that excitation to the first Rydberg

state is strongly enhanced in threshold electron-impact spectra. In this

section it will be pointed out that for the fluoroethylenes valuable in-

formation about the triplet levels and about the location of the 0-0

transition (in C1F.E) can be obtained from these threshold spectra.

It is rather surprising that no resonance excited triplet Rydberg is

found in E, contrary to, e.g., in N and CO [12], in acetylene [14] and

in the substituted ethylenes to be discussed-below. Theoretically, 3ir->-3s

could be the decay channel for the resonance level observed at 6.95 eV

in the threshold spectrum, this energy, 0.17 eV below 1ir-»-3s being just

at the maximum of the range of predicted singlet-triplet spittings CO.11—

0.16 eV [18-20]). However, as van Veen has pointed out, a large intensity

at threshold should be expected in this case [5].

Comparing the FE threshold spectrum with that of E, one would assign

the 6.85 eV feature as 1ir̂ -3s, but this is not in agreement with the

value of 6.98 eV found in the vacuum UV spectrum. The 1ir̂ -3s transition

forms a rather strong and sharp progression in the optical spectrum,

and it is not likely that its first member has been overlooked. The 6.85

eV excitation in our threshold spectrum is so strong, and so much better

resolved than the preceeding level, that the decay channel cannot just

be some vibrational level of 1Ti->ir*. It is clearly 3TT->-3S. Via similar

arguments as in FE, the 6.60 eV feature in 1,1-F.E is assigned to the

triplet Rydberg. So in FE and in 1,1-FJS the triplet Rydberg is strongly

resonance excited, contrary to 3TT-*3S in E itself. The singlet-triplet
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t
P

splittings of 0.13 and 0.14 eV respectively are in good agreement with

values found in acetylene (0.12 eV [14]) and formaldehyde (0.18 eV [21])

as well as with predicted values for E [18-20].

The next higher levels in the FE and 1,1-F2E threshold spectra are

0.04-0.06 eV above the singlet Rydberg states, observed in the optical

spectra [3,4], and the energy differences with the following levels are

0.15-0.16 eV, rather than the 0.19 eV of the C-C stretching vibration

dominant in the light absorption spectrum (tables 1,4). When increasing

the well depth, so that electrons with non-zero residual energies can

be collected, the splitting is seen to increase to 0.19 eV. Probably this

behaviour occurs because there is no good fit between the energies of

resonance and singlet Rydberg levels. For FE this can be seen comparing

transmission and threshold excitation spectra. Probably, the maxima

observed at 7.04 eV (FE) an 6.78 eV (1,1-F2E) in the threshold spectra

are best assigned to the triplet with one quantum of C-C stretch.

The 1ir-*3s transition in C1F.E was first reported in an optical study

by Scott and Russell [4]. It appears as a weak, broad and structureless

hump with a maximum at 6.62 eV. Coggiola et al. have found a vertical

transition energy of 6.51 eV in an electron impact study [1]. Here the

band is also structureless. At threshold, however, the familiar resonance

enhanced Rydberg progression is found (fig. 4). By comparison with the

total cross
section (a.u.)

fig. 4.
Electron-impact
excitation
spectra (TE).

H

H

W=0.0V

W=0.2V

W=0.1V

W=00V

5 6
accelerating voltage (V)
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threshold spectra of the other compounds, the first shoulder at 5.86 eV

can be assigned either as 1ir-»3s (as. in E), or as 3TT-»-3S. In the latter

case ̂ir-vSs is near the feature at 6.04 eV (as in FE and 1,1-F.E), since

singlet-triplet splitting will not be larger than 0.2 eV. It is not pos-

sible that the 0-0 transitions to the singlet and triplet Rydberg states

are at higher energies, since all features observed must be due to Ryd-

berg excitation because of their intensities.

Since no reliable values for the 0-0 transition to 1TT-*-3S are known,

the term value approach [17] must be used to estimate the position of

the true 1n-»-3s band origin. The term value is defined as the difference

between the energy of a Rydberg state and the ionization potential to

which the Rydberg series concerned converges. It has been shown that,

for a given Rydberg transition, the term values in a series of molecules

lie within a narrow range of energies. Also, this characteristic value

is seen to increase upon fluorine substitution, e.g. from 3.4 eV in E to

4.0 eV in F.E [17]. We want to use term values to locate a 0-0 band in

our spectrum; so it seems most appropriate to us to use the difference

between the adiabatic ionization potential and the adiabatic transition

energy. The difference between vertical ionization potential and verti-

cal transition energy should be comparable, however, since band profiles

in photoelectron spectra often closely resemble those of Rydberg transi-

tions in optical spectra. Experimental term values from various litera-

ture sources for ClF.E and related compounds have been tabulated in table

3. A survey of vertical term values given by Robin has not been included

since it is not always clear whether the excitation energies he uses are

indeed vertical [17]. Our term value for C1F,E is between 3.80 and 3.98

eV, dependent on whether the 5.86 eV level is a triplet or a singlet.

This appears to be on the high side of the range of values reported for

various trifluoroethylenes. Therefore, it is reasonable to take the lower

value, and thus place 1TI^3S near 6.04 eV. We have found in FE and 1,1-F E

that the threshold spectrum can be somewhat distorted, as to yield a

value for the first singlet level which is a few tens of meV too high.

Summarizing, we conclude that 1ir-*-3s in C1F-E is between 5.98 and 6.04 eV.

So we have been able to locate the origin of the first Rydberg transition

within 0.06 eV, because threshold electron-impact excitation spectroscopy
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table 3. Experimental it->3s term values in some ethylenes (eV).

E

FE

1,1-F2E

F E

C1F3E

BrF E

adia tatic
this a )

research

3.39

3.33

3.52

3.8(4.0?)

optical
a,b)

3.40

3.39

3.56

3.64

vertical
optical

3.62a 'd)

3.66e)

3.66f)

energy-^
loss

3.56

3.77

3.93

3.74

a) Ionization potentials from ref. 113].
b) Excitation energies from ref. [3]. c) Ref. [l].
d) Excitation energy from ref. [4],.
e) Ref. [29], ionization potential also from ref. [30].
f) Ref. [29], ionization potential is Rydberg series limit, no

photoelectron value known.

allows us to observe this transition at impact energies where it is inten-

sified by resonance excitation.

The feature at 6.63 eV in the C1F_E threshold spectrum does not seem

to belong to the Rydberg1s vibronic structure. It is possible, however,

that an unexpected vibrational level of the Rydberg is excited because

its energy matches a resonance level.

2.6. The B1 state in Ethylene (E)

An interesting peak, which until now has only been observed in thres-

hold experiments [5,22], is seen at 7.83 eV in E. This transition has

been assigned as the optically forbidden ir-+-3p ( B ) transition by Mull-

iken [23]. When the well depth is increased, this transition becomes the

most intense feature in this energy region, the 1ir-+ir* transition apparent-

ly gaining its Idominance only at higher impact energies (fig. 3).

It is noteworthy that the 1TT-*TT* and 1ir-»-3p transitions have a compara-

ble intensity in our spectra at 1 eV above threshold, while the latter

is not observed at all when the impact energy is 25 eV [2,15]. Upon
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twisting, 1n-»-3p ( B ) and 1TT-*TT* ( B. ) have the same Bj symmetry. In

ref. [24] it has been predicted that in planar E the lowest singlet state

is in fact B. , and that the observed valence shell transition at 7.6 eV

is a non-vertical one to the combined 1 B state Oir-nr* at 90 twist,
1ir-»-3p at 0°), the vertical transition being opticallly forbidden.

Mulliken argues that suqh an assignment is not consistent with the vibra-

tional structure in the optical spectrum [25], Moreover, the maximun is

at the same energy in the electron impact spectrum, were no strict selec-

tion rules apply. There is no doubt however, that there is a strong int-

eraction between both states.

At 7.94 eV astructure is found, which has not been observed previously.

It is most probably due to a vibrational level of ir-»-3p . This 0.11 eV

splitting is not in accordance with the C-C stretch (#„) of 0.17 eV and

the twisting vibration of 0.03 eV (u.) which are observed in the Ryd-

berg states [17]. In the singlet and triplet ir-+ir* states the energies of

table 4. 1,1-Difluoroethylene (1,1-F-E): experimental excitation ener-
gies (eV).

shape resonance
3Tt->n*

core-excited resonance

>» »» >» —̂
3 s

ir->3s / ir-^Ss+U
s

,, +2V

ir-Ht*

IT^O* ?

maximum

ionization potential

this research
TE/TWM

2.2

4.7

6.22

6.40

6.60C)

6.78C)

6.93C)

8.4

10.0

~10.2

[1]
energy-loss

(2.39e))

4.63

6.95
(vert.)

7.50

[3]
optical

6.74

6.93

7.12

7.51

10.31 [13]

\s

/,

»'

i

i

1
a) Decaying into the ir-*ir* state. b) us, C-C stretch.
c) Excited via core-excited resonance. d) Not observed at threshold.
e) Ref. [10], electron transmission, centre.
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both modes are about 0.10 eV [26,27}. Probably the ir->3p Rydberg state

acquires considerable valence character from its strong relationship with

the TT-HT* state.

total cross
sectionla.u)

fig. 5.
Electron-impact
excitation spectra.
Lower: TE.
Upper: TWi.

W=0.6V

W=0.1V

3 7 9
accelerating voltage(V)

2.7. Direct excitation above 7 eV in the fLuaroethylenes

In energy-loss spectra of 0.5 eV and more above threshold, Rydberg

excitation diappears or is greatly reduced, and ^-MT* valence shell

excitation becomes the prominent feature. In C1F.E it appears to be

overlapped by another transition, together forming a broad maximum at

about 8.1 eV.

In th 8-9 eV region, we observe a broad maximum at 8.4 eV in 1,1-F E

and a small but distinct feature at 9.0 eV as well as the broad transit-

ion overlapping the 1ir-nr* in C1F_E. For FE no structure is observed in

this energy region. The broad maxima do not appear to be related to the
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sharp Rydberg transitions known from light absorption and 40 eV electron

impact spectra [1,3,4]. Moreover, they correspond to minima rather than

maxima in the envelopes of these spectra. Robin speculates that TT-HJ*

excitation might come at relatively low energies in fluorinated ethylenes

[17]. We tentatively assign the transition overlapping 1ir-*ir* in C1F,E and

the 8.4 eV excitation in 1,1-F2E as such optically forbidden valence shell

transitions. The other feature in C1F3
E (9.0 eV) is relatively sharp, and

a Rydberg assignment (ir->-4p [1]) cannot be excluded, although it is not

clear why this Rydberg excitation should gain so much more intensity than

the other Rydberg transitions.

Just below the ionization potentials, the threshold spectra show max-

ima at 9.9, 10.Q and 9.6 eV in FE, 1,1-F E and C1F-E respectively. The

many unresolved higher Rydberg transitions may make an important contri-

bution to these maxima. In FE, a similar feature has been observed with

the SF, scavenger method [6]. The 9.6 eV maximum in C1F-E corresponds to
o J

table 5. Chlorotrifluoroethylene (C1F_E): experimental excitation
energies (eV)•

shape resonance
33ir-Hr

^ s / 3

+2v

maximum (ir-»-4p ?)

maximum

ionization potential

this [8]
research
TE/TWM Cl~

[1]
energy-
loss

[4]

optical

1.6

4.5

5.86

1.6a )

4.43
b)

6.04 '

6.20b>

6.38b)

6.63

8.1d)

9.0

9.6

10.0

6.51
(vert.)

7.80

8.96

9.6

6.62
(vert.

7.79

~9.6

9.84

)

[13]

i

i

'i

a) The original value has been corrected, because the maximum for SF6
formation reported by these authors is not at the zero of their
energy scale. b) Excited via core-excited resonance.

c) See text. d) Overlapped by another transition.
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a broad maximum in optical and energy-loss spectra [1,4],

total cross
section(a.u)

fig. 6.
Eleotron-impaat
excitation spectra.
Lower: TE.
Upper: TWM.

7 9
accelerating voltage (v)

'<:
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CHAPTER V
PART A

LOW-ENERGY ELECTRON-IMPACT SPECTROSCOPY ON BRIDGED [10] ANNULENES
AND OTHER 10 ir-ELECTRON SYSTEMS

GJ. VERHAART, P. BRASEM and H.H. BRONGERSMA
Geriaeut Laboworium, Univertity ofLeyden.
2300 RA Leyden, The Netherlands

Received 19 January 1979

Election excitation and resonance processes have been studied in 1,6-methano-[ 10] annutene and 1,6-oxido-[ 10] annul-
ene, naphthalene and azulene. Hie lowest biplet states have been located in the annulenes. A new resonance in naphthalene
at 3.4 eV is alto repotted in this study.

1. Introduction

Bridged [10] annulenes have been characterized
as aromatic systems by their NMR and UV spectra
[ 1 ] . In a study of their chemical reactivity [2 ] , how-
ever, they have been found to behave differently from
classical aromatic compounds. Especially, they do not
undergo nucleophilic photosubstitution reactions.
Since these reactions proceed from the lowest triplet
state, it appeared useful to know the energy of this
state in the [10] annulenes, but no triplets could be
detected by optical excitation methods [2] . There-
fore low-energy electron-impact spectroscopy, which
is a powerful tool in the study of triplet excitation
processes, has been applied to 1,6*methano-[10] -
annulene (MA) and l,6-oxido-[10]annulene (OA>.
Electron-impact excitation spectra of the other [10]
ff-electron molecules naphthalene and azulene have
also been studied. Threshold spectra of these com-
pounds were already known from the literature [3,4].

Triplet states can be excited directly by electron
impact, but near threshold the excitation via a tem-
porary negative ion state (resonance) is often dominant.
One method to locate resonances is electron trans-
mission spectroscopy. fin this technique either the un-
scattered electron current [S], or its derivative [6,7] is
measured. It is most sensitive to those resonances
which live long enough to have sharply defined ener-
gies, and which therefore give rise to abrupt changes

with energy in the scattering cross section. Broad
resonances, however, do not always give a very con-
vincing structure in transmission, but can be found
studying near threshold electron impact excitation
as a function of the final electron energy [8]. Since
the temporary negative ions are formed only at specif-
ic impact energies (£•), enhancements due to reso-
nances are seen to shift to lower excitation energies
( £ „ ) with increasing residual electron energies (£»
(f£n=£"j - Ef). Studying naphthalene we have
found a resonance that did escape detection by both
transmission [5] and threshold excitation [3,9] tech-
niques.

2. Results

Excitation as well as electron transmission spectra
using the derivative technique were recorded on a
spectrometer which has been described by van Veen
(ref. [7 ] , or, more comprehensively, hi ref. [10]).
Excitation spectra were calibrated against the 11.87
eV peak in N 2 . Transmission spectroscopy did not
yield very reliable results because it was not possible
to build up sufficient pressure in the collision chamber.
Optical spectra of MA and OA in the vapour phase
were recorded on a Perkin-Elmer EPS-3T spectro-
meter, using a heated cell of 10 cm pathlength. The
annulenes were prepared as described in ref. [2].
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I

Ef=18eV

energy loss (eV)

Fig. ] . Election-impact excitation spectra of 1,6-methano-
[10]annulene(MA).

energy loss (eV)

Fig. 2. Election-impact excitation spectra of 1,6-oxido-[ 10]-
annulene (OA).

Some representative excitation spectra are displayed
in figs. 1—4 lot excitation energies between 1 and 6
eV. In table 1 excitation energies obtained in our
electron impact and light absorption experiments
on MA and OA are summarized, m tables 2 and 3
our threshold excitation energies of naphthalene and
azulene are compared with values from other thresh-
old spectra and from high energy electron-impact or
light absorption spectra. Table 4 gives the energies of
resonances deduced from the excitation spectra.

3. Discussion

3.1. Excitation enhanced by resonances

Resonance excitation appears to be important in
all four molecules. The first maxima in the excita-
tion spectra are very strong at threshold and relative-
ly weak at higher impact energies. At excess energies
above 1 eV the peak splits up at the low energy side.
When the final electron energy is increased by a cer-
tain amount the additional peak shifts downwards
along the energy loss axis by about the same amount.
This effect is caused by decay of the resonance
into high vibrational levels of the ground state. A
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•ncrgy loss lev)

Fig. 3. Electron-impact excitation spectra of naphthalene.
Threshold spectrum from ref. [3].

energy lossleV)

Fig. 4. Electron'impact excitation spectra of azulene.

Table 1
Vertical excitation energies from near threshold electron-impact and light absorption spectra (eV)

onset
triplet
1 'bjC'Lj,)
triplet or 1 *b2

1 ' b , (*La>
2 1 b, (»B a )
2 1 b 1 ( J B b )

1,6-methano-[ 10] annulene

electron
impact

•2 .0
2.7

3.4
4.3

5.0
7.4

•7.9

a* Ref. (11), from the polarisation of the fluorescence.

light
absorption

•2.9

3.44

4.30
4.7
5.04

7.90 b>

W Ref. [12].

l,6-oxido-[ 10] annulene

electron
impact

«2.0
2.6

3.3
4.2

5.0
7.5

•7 .8

light :
absorption

•2.8

3.15

4.20
>5.0a>

5.04

1

;

i

•
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Table 2
Election-impact excitation energies in naphthalene (eV)

triplet
singlet 0 La)
7

singlet (»Bb)

Threshold

this work

3.4
4.8

6.0

ref. [3]

3.2
4.8
5.4
6.0

lOOeV
elections
ref. [16)

4.45 a>

5.89

a ) 0 -0 band.

rough estimate of the resonance energy can be made
from the position of this decay channel as a function
of the final electron energy (E{ = Em + Eo see sec«
tion 1). Note that the slight shift of the strong azulene
peak is not related to resonance excitation in such a
direct way. Probably relative intensity variations
of overlapping excited states are involved here (see
section 3.4). Hie shifting resonance excitation is seen
as a shoulder in the £ f = 1.0eVand/?f = 1.2 eV
spectra.

Core excited shape resonances may be involved,
since 37r-w* excitation is strongly coupled to the
resonances. The resonances can be compared to those
in benzene at 4.85 eV [6] and in thiophene at 6.77
eV [8].

Many resonances have been established before in
naphthalene (0.2,0.8,1.3,5.3,7.8 eV), especially
by the transmission experiment of Mathur and Hasted
[5]. The present resonance at 3.4 eV was not reported
by them, however, nor has it been detected in thresh-

Table 4
Approximate energies of the resonances deduced from the
excitation spectra (eV)

From excitation From electron
spectra (figs. 1 - 4 ) transmission

spectra

MA

OA

naphthalene
azulene

»3.0
(4-5?)
»2.8
(4-5?)
«3.4
<*2.5

3.00 (strong)
a)
a)
a)
3.50 (weak)
a)

a ' No reproducible structure at the attainable vapour pressure.

old experiments [3,9]. In our transmission spectrum
there is some structure at 3.S0 eV, but it would not
have been positively identified as a resonance without
the kuwoledge from the excitation spectra. So near
threshold excitation spectra can sometimes be used
to locate resonances that are too broad to be detected
in electron transmission spectroscopy.

In the annulenes the relative enhancement of the
second and first peaks at excess energies of about
1 eV and about 1.7 eV respectively seems to be due
to another resonance located around 4—5 eV.

3.2. Electronic excitation in the annulenes

In the optical spectra of the annulenes four singlet
transitions, all of it—it* type, have been observed
between 2 and 6 eV [11 ] . In the notation of the C2v

'•fa

Table 3
Vertical excitation energies in azulene (eV)

Threshold electron impact

triplet
singlet (>Lb)
triplet
triplet
singlet ('La)
singlet (»Bb)
singlet ('CK)

this work

2.4
3.0(sh)
4.0
4.7
5.2(sh)

ref. [4]

2.4

4.7

Light
absorption
ref. [15J

Phosphores-
cence
ref. [17]

1.3
1.77

3.69 a>
4.7
5.2

•JL.

a> 0 - 0 band.
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point group their symmetries are, in order of increasing
excitation energy, ^ 2 , J b j , M>i and Jb2 (in the nota-
tion by Platt, used in ref. [11], "i^, ' i^, \ and 'B^.
In the electron-impact excitation spectra a maximum
is observed below the onset for light absorption. This
transition can be assigned to the lowest triplet ir—ir*
state. The second peak could be assigned either to the
lowest singlet state ] b 2 , or to a second triplet state.

The peaks at 4.2/4.3 eV and 5.0 eV are assigned
to the 1 'bj and 2*b2 states since there is good agree-
ment with the energies observed in optical spectro-
scopy. Moreover, as expected for optically allowed
transitions, the intensity increases monotonically
with increasing impact energy. The weak broad peak
around 7.5 eV could be a maximum for Rydberg
excitation. The ionization potential of MA is in
agreement with data from photoelectron spectro-
scopy [12].

3.3. Electronic excitation in naphthalene

Compton et al. have also published a threshold
electron-impact spectrum of naphthalene [3]. It is
believed that in their experiment electrons are detected
only when the final energy is below 30 meV. This is
not true, as can be seen from a comparison between
various He spectra [13]. It is known that in threshold
spectra (Et < 100 meV) of He the intensity of the
2 3S transition is smaller than the intensity of the
21S. This is the case in a He threshold spectrum
recorded on our apparatus [10], but not in Compton's
[3]. So our threshold spectrum is "more near thresh-
old", making the effect of resonance excitation
more pronounced. This might explain why the
triplet excitation occurs at a somewhat higher energy
and with a much higher relative intensity in our thresh-
old spectrum.

The most striking difference with Compton's
spectrum, however, is the total absence of the myster-
ious 5.4 eV peak in our spectra. It is not probable that
in our experiment such a strong feature at threshold
will be overlooked. Moreover, a similar threshold
spectrum as the one presented in this paper has been
measured on an earlier electron impact apparatus
[14]. Therefore we consider our threshold spectrum
as representative for naphthalene. Since the origin of
the 5.4 eV peak is not clear, it is dubious whether a
comparison between the rest of Compton's spectrum

and the present results makes any sense. The posi-
tions of the singlet bands at 4.8 eV and 6.0 eV seem
to fit reasonably, however.

3.4. Electronic excitation in azulene

The threshold spectrum of azulene, which is al-
most identical to the one by Huebner et al. [4],
shows a strong resemblance to that of OA. This re-
semblance, however, is purely accidental. While the
resonance enhanced peak hi the OA spectrum most
probably corresponds with the lowest triplet state,
the strong peak in azulene lies half way between the
first and second singlet states (see table 3). For a dis-
cussion of excitation in this region the reader is re-
ferred to ref. [4]. In this reference the maximum is
considered as being due either to transitions into
excited triplet states, or to pure resonance excita-
tion into vibrationally excited states. Our work shows
that resonance excitation is involved (see section 3.1);
but since strong excitation remains at higher impact
energies, one or more triplet states are indeed ex-
cited around 2.4 eV. The shoulder at 3.0 eV might
be due to another triplet state.

The region between 4 and 6 eV resembles the
optical spectrum [15] and is due to singlet excitation.
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CHAPTER V
PART B

LOW-ENERGY ELECTRON-IMPACT SPECTRA OF
GLYOXAL AND BIACETYL *

Low-energy electron-impact excitation spectra are presented
for glyoxal and biacetyl. Several triplet states have been
located. Assignments are suggested for some transitions at
the high-energy sides of the spectra.

1. Introduction ,

Glyoxal and biacetyl have been the object of numerous spectroscopic

studies (see, a.o., refs [1-7]), because of their interesting photo-

chemical and photophysical behaviour. Also, many quantumchemical cal-

culations on these molecules have been published (see, a.o., refs

[8-11]). These calculations have included all singlet and triplet

n-»it* and n-»n* states, but spectroscopic investigations have concen-

trated mainly on the photophysical properties of the lowest excited

states. In glyoxal only the first triplet state has been observed. In

biacetyl, two triplet states have been observed directly [7] and there

is indirect evidence of a third one [3,4]. In both compounds, only the

first two singlet states, A and B , both n-»ir*, have been definitely

assigned. The UV spectrum of biacetyl has not been investigated beyond

7.5 eV [2].

Low energy valence shell transitions are either n-»n* or IT-»IT*. A

scheme of the relevant orbitals and their symmetry labels in the C-,

point group is shown in fig. 1. The first n-»n* states are A , B ,B
u g g

and Au respectively, the lowest ir-»n* state is of B symmetry.

IT Chem. Phys. Letters (1980) 3 in press
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0.U-

bu-

bg-

QU'

n-

Tt2(lt)

fCg. 1.
Molecular orbitals (n and it) and
symmetry labels for a diketone
of C2h symmetry.

4;:?

2. Experimental

All measurements have been performed on the spectrometer described

in chapter II. The important improvement of the energy resolution (by

the introduction of a slit in the monochromator, ch. IIB, sect. 2) had

not yet been realized at the time of the measurements. Moreover, glyo-

xal and biacetyl appeared to have a detrimental influence on energy

resolution and beam stability, probably because they cause inhomogeneous

surface potentials on the electrodes. Fwhm of the N. peak, used in

calibrating the energy scale (ch. IIC), could not be made better than

200 meV under these circumstances.

Glyoxal has been prepared by heating the polymer (Fluka) in vacuo

with and trapping the glyoxal monomer at -80 °C [12]. Polymerization

of the monomer is prevented by keeping it at a low temperature (not over

-15 C when evaporating for measurements) and by the low glyoxal pressure

in the apparatus (10 Torr in the collision chamber).

Biacetyl, stated purity >99.5%, has been obtained from Fluka, and has

been used without further purification.

3. Results

Some representative TE and TWM spectra are displayed in figs 2 and 3.

Both compounds are known to yield a wide variety of negative fragment

ions upon electron impact [13] and, consequently, in the threshold spec-

tra excitation processes are largely obscured by very broad negative

ion peaks. TWM spectra are complicated by strong excitation via a reso-
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nance with an energy of 5-6 eV, probably related to the dissociative

attachment processes observed in the same energy region. As direct exci-

tation appears to play only a minor role for many transitions, there

are large differences among spectra recorded at different well depths.

Band shapes are badly distorted by resonance excitation. Therefore,

many transitions have only been observed for a limited range of impact

energies,and the energies of maxima for these processes often show a

dependence on the impact energy.

Excitation maxima, derived by combination of data from threshold

spectra and from TWM spectra for well depths ranging from 0.2 to 4.0 V,

are listed in table 1. Energies for transitions that have only become

visible because of the strong resonance excitation are shown in paren-

theses. For comparison, results from optical spectroscopy have been

included in the table, and also some theoretical data, inasmuch as they

are useful in the assignment of transitions.

Transmission spectra have also been recorded. They show a broad dip

at low energies, characteristic of a shape resonance (see e.g. ch. IV),

but no structure is observed at higher impact energies. The resonance

around 5-6 eV probably has too short a lifetime to be observed in

transmission.

4. Discussion

As with most molecules, enhanced(vibrational) excitation has been

found for impact energies of about 2 eV, most probably due to a shape

resonance. This resonance corresponds to an excited state of the neg-

ative ion, as the compounds are known to have a positive electron

affinity [13]. In a one-electron picture, it is formed by trapping

an electron in the ify orbital. Although the resonance is coincident

with the first n-»n* excited state in biacetyl, it is only weakly

coupled to this state, contrary to the situation in, e.g., the bridged

[ 10]annulenes [14] were, at a similar energy coincidence, a Tf-»n*

transition is very strongly enhanced by a Tt-orbital resonance.
3 1 +

The first triplet and singlet states, ' A (n -»n*), are well

established. In glyoxal, both states have been observed separately,

';i
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table 1. Excitation maxima in glyoxal and biacetyl (eV).

negative
ion
states

M~

shape res

fragment
ions

neutral
excited
states
3A

. u

. s
B

\
3B

g

glyoxal

this
work

e.i.

. 1.9

5-6

6.3

e.i.

2.5

2.8

(-3.8)

4.2^4

(~5.2)

]>6.2(~6

f)J7.4
17.9

9.1

other exp-
erimental

0.0 [13] -

l.55-2.4a)

6.5 [13]

optical

2.38d)[21]

2.8 [5]

.5)4.2 [5]

•6) e)
6.04e'[l]

7.10 [1]

f7.45 [1]
17.75 [1]

9.15 [lj

theory

semi—
emp.
[20]

-0.94

1.97

CNDO
[10]

3.39

3.47

5.57

6.23

6.51

7.26

biacetyl

this
work

e.i.

2.5

5-6

7.4

e.i.c'

L2.8

(~4)

(4.6)

(~5.2)

U.2

7.9

8.6

other exp-
erimental

0.

2.

0 [13]

l-2.9a)

5-7 [13]

optical

2.

2.

(2.

4

6

6

7

53d) [6]

95 [4]

8?) [3,4]

6 [4]

35 [7]

.28e) [2]

.10 [2]

theory

CNDO
[10]

3.49

3.53

5.56

6.29

6.41

7.35

ab
initio
[11]

4.

5.

5.

49

14

29

8.66

8.82

10.54

a) This work, electron transmission, broad dip followed by a weak max-
imum, b) Enhanced excitation in TWM spectra,see text.

c) Energies of maxima observed by resonance excitation only are shown
in parentheses. d) Emission, 0-0 band. e) 0-0 band.

f) See text for a discussion. Theoretical data refer to *B valence state.
u

but in the electron-impact spectra for biacetyl they merge into one

band, as has also been observed in compounds containing one carbonyl

group [15], Excitation to these states is rather weak in the electron-

impact spectra, especially for biacetyl. In this compound, they are

hardly visible outside the ranges of resonance excitation, and they are

I
£1

I
I
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Electron-impact exci-
tation spectra cf
glyoxal.
The vertical lines
at the top of the
figure represent the
transitions, enumera-
ted in table 1. Thin
lines correspond to
•transitions3 observed
by resonance excita-
tion only.
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only moderately enhanced by resonances.

The second maximum in light absorption spectra (4.2 eV in glyoxal

and 4.6 eV in biacetyl) is also due to an n-»it* transition. Although it

has sometimes been assigned to the fourth n-»Tt* state, A (n""-*!̂ , see

fig. 1) [16], there seems to be general agreement now that it is the,

symmetry forbidden, second n-»n* transition, B [3,10,11]. In our spectra,
1, g

maxima have been observed at the B energies, and also a few tenths of

an eV below these energies. Most probably, the lower maxima are due to
3

the B transitions.
g

There has been considerable speculation about the second triplet

state in glyoxal and biacetyl. No direct observation of this state is

available, but two independent groups of authors have inferred from the

decay properties of the first singlet state that it should be as low as

2.8 eV [3,4]. The evidence, presented at that time, appears to be incon-

clusive in the light of more recent results, however [17J. Probably, the
3

2.8 eV state does not excist. B ,an n-Hi* state, will not be more than 0.4
I

eV below B and seems to be rightly assigned to the maxima around 4 eV

in the electron-impact spectra reported here. Moreover, n-»n* transitions

are nearly vertical, and the states will not extend far below the ener-

gies of the excitation maxima. So the triplet state at 2.8 eV could only
3

be B . Since the vertical transition to this state is observed at 5.2

eV (see below), this would imply a difference of 2.4 eV between the

adiabatic and vertical B transitions. Although a considerable difference

in geometry between the B state and the ground state is expected [8],

such a large difference does not seem to be realistic.

By optical spectroscopy no states have been observed between 4.6 and

6 eV. In the electron-impact spectra, on the contrary, there clearly is

a transition in this energy region (~5.2 eV). It is true that this state

is only observable by resonance excitation, but this is not different for,
3 1 3

e.g., the well known ' A states in biacetyl. An assignment as B

(tt2-»it3) is proposed, as the triplet n-»n* states are not expected to be

that far below the corresponding singlet states.
3 1

For the transitions,observed in the 6-6.5 eV range, » B (n-*n*)
appears to be the appropriate assignment.

The high-energy parts of the spectra are dominated by a rather broad

t
t
i -

I-
i'
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band at 7.9 eV. These bands probably correspond to analogous transitions

in both compounds. Robin [18] assigns a diffuse band, at 7.75 eV in

Walsh's [1] optical spectrum, as the n -»3p Rydberg state, but such an

assignment cannot apply to biacetyl, as the n ionisation potentials are

one eV apart. We tend to assign the 7.9 eV bands to the B (TT2-»TT3)

transition, because TC-*n*.transitions are often rather dominant in low-

energy electron-impact spectra- [19].

Our assignment of B to the band at 7.9 eV contradicts Robin's

assignment [18] of this transition to a band, observed in the optical

fig. 3.
Electron-impact excitat-
ion spectra of biacetyl.
The vertical lines at
the top of the figure
represent the transi-
tions , enumerated in
table 1. Thin lines
correspond to transitions
observed by resonance
excitation only.

A u
3 Bn ' B a

 3 B U BQ

I I I I I
B U

II
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biacetyl

W=2.3V

W=1

W=0.2V

W=0.0V

7 9
energy loss (eV)
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spectrum of glyoxal [l], at 7.45 eV. In the electron-impact spectrum,

a transition at this energy is observed only for low impact energies r

(W=0.2 eV) and n -»3s (first Rydberg), resonance excited, appears a p:

good assignment. This transition is symmetry forbidden, so the assignment |;"

of the optically observed transition is left open. • ' E
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SUMMARY

The work, described in this thesis, deals with excitation and disso-

ciation processes which result from the interaction between low-energy

(0-15 eV) electrons and molecules. These processes may differ from

excitation and dissociation processes brought about by photons or high-

energy electrons, because electron (spin) exchange and electron capture

may occur at low impact energies.

Molecules in excited states play important roles in many fields of

chemistry and physics. Due to its long lifetime and the presence of two

unpaired electrons, the lowest triplet state is of special interest.

This stateis often formed through intersystem crossing from an excited

singlet state,, while transitions to it from the ground state are strongly

forbidden in optical absorption spectroscopy.

In this study, low-energy electron-impact spectroscopy, which is a

powerful tool to study optically (especially spin-) forbidden transitions,

has been used. The electron impact spectrometer is described in chapter II.

Basically, it is an apparatus which has been described previously, but

an important modification has been introduced in the electron monochro-

mator. By this modification, energy resolution and sensitivity have been

considerably improved relative to earlier versions.

Low-energy electron -impact spectroscopy has been applied to gain a

better knowledge of the electronic structure of molecules, which are

interesting from a chemical point of view: halomethanes (ch. Ill), ethy-

lene and some of its halogen substituted derivatives (ch. IV), bridged

[lO]annulenes and other 10 ir-electron systems (ch. VA) and glyoxal and

biacetyl (ch. VB).

In all compounds, the lowest triplet states have been located. In

addition, information about higher excited states, which are not obser-

ved in optical absorption spectroscopy, has been obtained for ethylene

and its derivatives, and for glyoxal and biacetyl.
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Excitation via temporary negative ion states (resonances) appears to

play an important role, especially in the more complex molecules, discus-

sed in chapter V. Transitions to singlet and triplet Rydberg states in

the substituted ethylenes are also strongly enhanced by resonance

excitation.

Several new resonances have been observed, e.g. in naphtalene, the

[10] annulenes, CF, and CF,C1.

Capture of a low-energy electron by a molecule may lead to dissociation

of the molecule into a negative ion and a neutral fragment. This process

is called dissociative attachment. A survey of dissociative attachment

processes in the chlorofluoromethanes, CC1, and CF is given in chapter III.

The neutral fragments, formed in dissociative attachment processes,

have received less attention up till now. In this study, a procedure has

been developed, (ch. IIIC) to study chemical reactions, induced by elect-

rons of a specific energy, "electronchemistry", analogous to photoche-

mistry with monochromatic light. Note the difference with plasmachemistry

in discharges where electrons of a wide range of energies are present.

This method has been applied to CC1,, CFC1, and CF Cl_. It is shown that
H -J JL £

certain products can be selectively formed in these reactions, and that

such a selectivity can usually not be achieved in photochemistry or

plasmachemistry.

r.v

.r

I
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SAMENVATTING

In dit proefschrift wordt een onderzoek beschreven naar excitatie-

en dissociatieprocessen ten gevolge van de wisselwerking tussen laag-

energetische (0-15 eV) electronen en moleculen. Omdat bij lage energie-

en uitwisseling en invangst van electronen plaats kunnen vinden worden

vaak andere processen waargenomen dan wanneer excitatie of dissociatie

te weeg gebracht worden door fotonen of door electronen met een grote

kinetische energie.

Moleculen in de aangeslagen toestand spelen in vele soorten chemische

en fysische processen een belangrijke rol. Speciaal de laagste tripiet

toestand, díe relatief lang leeft en waarin twee ongepaarde electronen

aanwezig zijn, is van belang. Overgangen tussen de (singulet) grond-

toestand en tripiet toestanden zijn strikt verboden in lichtabsorptie-

spectroscopie. De laagste tripiet toestand wordt echter vaak gevormd via

intersystem crossing vanuit een aangeslagen singulet toestand.

In dit onderzoek is gebruik gemaakt van lage energie electronen bot-

singsspectroscopie, waarmee optisch (in het bijzonder spin-) verboden

overgangen bestudeerd kunnen worden. In hoofdstuk II wordt het meet-

insturnent beschreven, dat tentijde van de aanvang van het onderzoek

reeds aanwezig was. Er is echter in de loop van het onderzoek een be-

langrijk nieuw onderdeel, de "brievenbus", aangebracht in de electronen

monochromator. Het energie-oplossend vermogen en de gevoeligheid zijn

hierdoor in aanzienlijke mate verbeterd.

Lage energie electronen botsingsspectroscopie is gebruikt om een be-

ter inzicht te verkrijgen in de electronenstructuur van een aantal voor

de chemicus interessante moleculen: halomethanen (hstk. III), etheen en

halogeen gesubstitueerde ethenen (hstk. IV), overbrugde [10]annulenen

en andere ringsystemen met tien n-electronen (hstk. VA) en glyoxal en

biacetyl (hstk. VB).
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In al deze verbindingen zijn de laagste tripiet toestanden waargeno-

men. Daarenboven is, wat betreft etheen, zijn derivaten, glyoxal en bi-

acetyl, informatie verkregen- over hoger aangeslagen toestanden, die niet

door middel van lichtabsorptiespectroscopie kunnen worden waargenomen.

Excitatieprocessen blijken vaak via kortlevende negatief ion toestan-

den, zgn. resonanties, te verlopen. Dit soort processen is erg belang-

rijk in de meer complexe moleculen die in hoofdstuk V besproken worden.

Ook de overgangen naar singulet en tripiet toestanden van de gesubstitu-

eerde ethenen worden versterkt door resonantie excitatie. .

Verscheidene nieuwe resonanties zijn waargenomen, o.a. in naftaleen,

de annulenen, CF, en CF.C1.

De invangst, door een molecuul, van een electron met een geringe ki-

netische energie, kan leiden tot dissociatie van dat molecuul in een

negatief ion en een neutraal deeltje. Dit proces wordt dissociatieve

aanhechting genoemd. In hoofdstuk III wordt een overzicht gegeven van

dissociatieve aanhechtingsprocessen in in de chlorofluoromethanen, CCI,

en CF,.

Tot op heden is aan de neutrale deeltjes, die in dissociatieve aan-

hechtingsprccessen gevormd worden, veel minder aandacht besteed dan aan

de negatieve ionen. Tijdens het hier beschreven onderzoek is een methode

ontwikkeld (hstk. IIIC) om chemische reacties te bestuderen, die plaats

vinden na invangst van electronen met een bepaalde energie: "electron-

chemie", analoog aan fotochemie met monochromatisch licht. Deze elec-

tronchemie is iets heel anders dan de plasmachemie in ontladingen,

waarin electronen met zeer uiteenlopende energieën aanwezig zijn. Reac-

ties in CCI,, CFC1- en CF„C1_ zijn met behulp van deze methode onderzocht.

Het kan worden aangetoond dat zeer selectief bepaalde producten gevormd

worden en dat een dergelijke selectiviteit gewoonlijk niet bereikt kan

worden door middel van plasmachemie of fotochemie.
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STELLINGEN

1. Het valt te betwijfelen of de door Hanessian en Moralioglu gevonden

selectieve verestering van de primaire hydroxylgroep bij de zure

hydrolyse van de a-(dimethylamino) benzyl ideen en l-(dimethylamino)

ethylideen acetalen met een selectieve ringopening mag worden

verklaard.

-S. Hanessian en E. Moralioglu, Can. J. Chem. SO (1972) 233

2. De karakterisering als een tripiet van een van de lagere aangeslagen

toestanden van koperphthalocyanine door McVie et al. is onjuist.

-J. McVie, R.S. Sinclair en T.G. Troscott, in: Laser-induaed
processes in molecules, K.L. Kompa en S.D. Smith, eds
(Springer, Berlijn, 1978) p. 104

3. Het door Fesenko en Iogansen gepresenteerde transmissie spectrum van

benzeen bevat geen aanwijzingen die hun theorie bevestigen.

~E.P. Fesenko en L.V. Iogansen, Chem. Phys. Letters,
48 (1977) 22

4. Het is opmerkelijk dat gegevens, verkregen met behulp van een theo-

retisch model van het hart dat veel eenvoudiger is dan het werkelijke

hart, de werkelijkheid toch zeer dicht benaderen.

-J. Baan en G.J. Verhaart, in: Significance of pulsations in
the cardiovascular system, A. Arntzenius et al., eds
(Excerpta Medica, Amsterdam, 1976) p. 3

-J. Baan, in: Syllabus Boerhaave cursus mjpoard infarct
(Leiden, 1978) p. 9

-Page et al., New England J. Med. 285 (1971) 133

5. Gezien de doelstellingen die de meeste overheden voor hun verkeers-

beleid geformuleerd hebben zijn de onlangs ontwikkelde programma' s

voor de simulatie van verkeer in stedelijke netwerken onbruikbaar,

omdat zij geen informatie geven omtrent de totale tijdverliezen van

voetgangers en fietsers in een netwerk.

-J.P. Kemper en M.P.J. Stevens, Verkeerskunde 29 (1978) 435,489
-F. Middelham, Verkeerskunde 30 (1979) 384



6. In hun onderzoek naar door laserstraling geïnduceerde chemische

reacties van CFC1, onderschatten Dever en Grunwald de invloed van de

temperatuur op het verloop van dé reacties.

-V.F. Dever en E. Grunwald, J. Am. Chem. Soa. 98 (1976) 5055
-J.W. Hudgens, J. Chem. Phys- 68 (1978) 777
-Dit proefschrift

7. De voorbeelden, die Oskamp in zijn pleidooi voor de herwaardering van

het begrip kinderarbeid aanvoert, vergroten de geloofwaardigheid van

dit betoog niet.

-A.Oskamp, Troef3 december 1979, p.12

8. Scott en Russell wekken ten onrechte de indruk dat zij de adiabati-

sche IT-»-3S overgangsenergieën hebben waargenomen in diverse chloro-

fluoroethenen.

-J.D. Scott en B.R. Russell, J. Am. Chem. Soa. 94 (1972) 2634
-Dit proefschrift

9. Iedere verklaring van verandering als cultuurimmanent begrip ontkomt

niet aan een vorm van theologie.

-M. Foucault, Les mots et les choses (1966)
-J.H. van den Berg, Metabletica (1956)

10. Het valt te betreuren dat Honig en medewerkers niet bepaald hebben

welke X waarden hun model voor 9-desmethyl en 13-desmethyl

rhodopsine oplevert.

-B. Honig et al., J. Am. Chem. Soc. 101 (1979) 7084
-A. Kropf et al., Exp. Eye Res. 17 (1973) 591

11. De mededeling die meestal onderaan de uitnodigingskaartjes voor pro-

moties te Leiden wordt aangetroffen is niet ter zake doende, aange-

zien de stalling in de Nonnensteeg vrijwel nooit vol is.

Leiden, 28 mei 1980 G.J. Verhaart


